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West Talks Race
And Politics At IISF

Cornel West

250

Sigma Makes An Inspirational Salute To Women’s
Achievement-------- ---------------------------------------------

photo by Rassi

photos by Rassi

TAMPA BAY - As a
youth, he admired the mili
tancy of Malcolm X and
the Black Panther Party,
taking it upon himself to be
a civil rights activist at an
early age and fight against
racial injustice. His book,
"Race Matters," published
in 1993, is credited with
waking up a new aware
ness on relations in
America. He was a key or
ganizer, speaking out dur
ing the controversial Mil
lion Man March in 1995.
More recently, he collabo
rated with Russell Sim
mons for the Hip Hop
Summit and worked with
Al Sharpton as an advisor
to his 2004 Presidential

speaker, West did not dis
appoint. Speaking on the
topic of "Democracy Mat
ters," West addressed the
topics of political freedom,
history and mortality.
In just a few memo
rable statements from the
event, West mentioned
that:
• President Abraham
Lincoln told Frederick
Douglass that if he had it
his way, he would send all
Africans to. Central Ameri
ca. When he had a change
of heart, his assassination
was plotted by members of
the democracy, the white
supremacy.
• "Global domination"
was corporate America’s

ly who live on through their
works and deeds. These
women were represented
by family members and/or
devoted friends. The hon
orees and their recipients
were: Fannye A. Ponder
(organizer and first presi
dent of the St. Petersburg
National Council of Negro
Women (NCNW), received
by her nephew, James Ayer;
Olive B. McLin, an out
standing educator and com
munity
servant
who
touched the lives of thou
sands of students, received
by nephew, Harry McLin;
Louise Marie Yopp, the
first minority public school
nurse and nursing supervi
sor, received by devoted

campaign.

way, making it difficult for

Cornel West, one of the
most gifted and leading
intellectuals on black soci
ety, made a stop in Tampa
last Thursday, speaking
during a free event at the
University of South Flori
da. The program was spon
sored by the University
Lecture Series and the
Black Emphasis Month
Committee.
Known as a dynamic

ordinary people to survive.
West questioned how we
could come together and
find strength in unity. He
emphasized that this would
benefit everyone, but par
ticularly young people.
A proven prolific
speaker and author, West is
the Class of 1943 Univer-

ST. PETERSBURG On Saturday, March 12,
Sorors of the St. Petersburg
Alumnae Chapter of Sigma
Gamma Sorority, Inc. cele
brated Women’s History
Month at St. Petersburg’s
Holiday Inn Sunspree as
the early morning sun rose
over the bay. Hundreds of
friends of Sigma, honorees
and their families gathered

to recognize and remember
women who have made and
continue to make this world
a better place. The Sigma’s
Footprints Service Award
Brunch was the first of
many to come, as 31
women were recognized as
history makers from St.
Petersburg and Clearwater.
They were honored in the
areas of community ser-

vice, health care, educa
tion, law enforcement, reli
gion and politics.
Following the national
theme for the celebration of
"Women Inspiring Hope
and Possibilities" was
keynote speaker Dr. Gloria
W. East, a prolific writer,
dynamic speaker, professor
and outstanding retired
educator who challenged

continued on pg. 5
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the audience to persevere.
Throughout her speech, she
reviewed women of the
past and their contribu
tions, stating that women
today continue to play a
critical economic, cultural
and social role in every
sphere of our nation. She
was truly motivational.
The Sigmas recognized
seven women posthumous-

Community Group Airs Acclaimed
Eyes On The Prize’ Documentary
For Public Viewing, Urges Unity—

West

Sarasota / Manatee..........................

Presrt Std
U.S. Postage
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St. Petersburg, FL

by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Last month, activists urged
anyone with a video copy
of the critically acclaimed
civil rights TV series "Eyes
on the Prize" to show them
to groups since expired
copyrights mean television
stations can’t re-broadcast
the series now.
However, there is a
growing movement among
both blacks and whites to
teach and learn black histo
ry during every month of
the year.
To that end, last Friday
the Peace and Community
Concerns group (PCC) of
the St. Petersburg Reli
gious Society of Friends,
known as Quakers, had a
public viewing of the first
video. About two-dozen
people watched it and had a

discussion afterwards. PCC
announced plans to show
the next one-hour video to
the public on April 29, an
airing that will be free and
open to the public.
Before he dimmed the
lights and started the video,
Herb Snitzer, the modera
tor and a member of PCC,
paused to ask the audience
how many of them had
seen the series at a prior
time.
"Oh, I’m preaching to
the choir," Snitzer said,
when about half of the
group raised their hands.
Still, that meant that the
other half had not seen it.
"Eyes on the Prize:
America’s Civil Rights
Years " (P?54-1965) first

aired on PBS in 1987, and
more than 20 million peo
ple tuned in. It received
numerous awards including

Emmys. The series is a
two-part historically accu
rate documentary that
offers a comprehensive
unbiased view of the civil
rights movement. The se
ries was produced by Hen
ry Hampton (1940-1998)
and his Blackside, Inc. film
production company.
Work on the 14-hour
series began in the 1970’s,
and incorporated contem
porary interviews and
archived film footage. PBS
broadcast the second part
titled "Eyes on the Prize II:
America at the Racial
Crossroads (1965-1985)"
in 1990. The PBS website
calls the series a look at the
"events, issues, triumphs
and tragedies of ordinary
people as .they tested their
power to effect change in
America during a period
termed "the Second Ameri-

can Revolution"
Snitzer showed the first
hour, the video titled
"Awakenings." It concen
trated on events from 1954
to 1956 when institutional
ized racism under separate
but equal laws caused
grossly unequal treatment
to blacks. Tt begins with the
brutal murder of 14-yearold Emmett Till from
Chicago, who was visiting
relatives in Mississippi. It
includes the successful
Montgomery bus boycott
that began with Rosa Parks
refusing to give her seat to
a white man.
The
documentary
shows footage of the trial
of Till’s murderer where
even the courtroom was
segregated. Black journal
ists were seated apart at a
bridge table where Till’s
mother also sat. Till’s killer
was judged innocent ahd
the next year sold an inter
view for $4,000, in which
he described how he mur
dered the child.
One of the interviews
was with an African Ameri
can who served as an offi
cer in World War II, James
Hicks, the executive direc
tor of the Amsterdam
News. Hicks said that black
men saw a non-racist world
beyond America and came
back "determined to make

Group
continued on pg. 4

friend and fellow nurse,
Mamie Rogers; Iveta Mar
tin Berry, a community ac
tivist and Module 16 pio
neer who was instrumental
in making the Enoch Davis
Center a reality, received
by her beloved daughter,
La Val Martin; Paula Lamb,
an outstanding educator
who was the first minority
area superintendent, super
visor and elementary prin
cipal, received by her
beloved husband and
teacher, John Lamb, and
Rosa Jackson, a communi
ty servant who showed a
never ending love for peo
ple from all walks of life,
received by her grandson,
Darrell Jones, who contin
ues her legacy of feeding
others on Thanksgiving at
Campbell Park. The final
posthumous awardee was
Peggy M. Peterman, minis
ter, writer, journalist and "a
woman for all seasons."
Her award was received by
a devoted friend a sorority
sister, Clarice Pennington.

Sigma
continued on pg. 5

Be Careful Of What

You Wish For...
An African American story for all
young people

John Hope Franklin should be just as celebrated and
recognized as other civil rights heroes an icon for
Black History. Franklin is the James B. Duke
Professor of History Emeritus and for seven years
was Professor Legal History in the law school at
Duke University.
by Rick Gee
States.
Challenger Correspondent
As quiet as it’s kept,
Perhaps, you may have did you know that the
wondered about the sad Pinellas Board of Educa
lack of knowledge many tion began to include Black
Americans have when it History into the regular
comes to Black History. If school curriculum a few
those
thoughts
have years ago? That’s all very
crossed your mind, then I good. However, my ques
have great news for you. It tion is ... are the teachers
seems that at the persist following what has been
ence of a few aggressive mandated? If you have
African-American educa children who are attending
tors, several educational school in Pinellas County,
systems have introduced ask them if they’re being
Black History into their taught Black History on a
regular student curriculum. daily basis. Better yet, ask
In other words, instead of them a simple Black His
focusing on the merits and tory question...not who is
contributions of African Rev. Dr. Martin L. King, Jr.
Americans in America dur or Malcolm X, but rather
ing the single month of
February, Black History is
now being taught daily, in Wish
several of these United continued on pg. 7
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By Marian Wright Edelman
President Bush has
chosen to try to make fix
ing the Social Security
"crisis" by allowing Amer
icans to invest some of
their benefits into private
accounts a key goal of his
second term in office. The
President and others have
even claimed this change
would be especially good
for Black workers. The ar
gument goes like this; On
average, Blacks—especial
ly Black men—still have
shorter life expectancies
than Whites, which means
we don’t collect Social
Security for as many years.
So if we received some of
our benefits early to put
into private accounts, de
pending on the rules about
how they were distributed,
we might be able to get
more use from them.
But does this argument
hold water? Is it true that
Blacks don’t benefit equal-
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young adulthood. AfricanAmerican men who make it
to age 65 can expect to live,
and collect benefits, for an
additional 14.6 years—not
that far short of the 16.6year figure for white men."
So, sadly, that misun
derstanding comes about
partly because Black males
are so much more likely to
die young. The real tra
gedy is not that they are
more likely to die before
they’ve had a long time to
receive Social Security
benefits, but that they are
much more likely to die
before they’ve even had a
chance to work and earn
those benefits in the first
place.
The misunderstand
ing—or deliberate confu
sion—about
whether
Blacks live long enough to
collect our benefits under
the current system also
obscures another key fact
about Social Security: it’s
not just a protection against
poverty in old age. Of
course, its support for older
Americans has been one of
the greatest success stories
in our nation’s social poli
cy. Poverty among older
Americans has dropped
from about 50 percent in
the 1930s, just before Pre
sident Franklin D. Roose
velt made Social Security a
cornerstone of his New
Deal, to around 10 percent

today. The program cur
rently lifts 13 million sen
iors out of poverty.
But Social Security
also protects millions of
workers of all ages and
their families in case of
untimely death or disabili
ty. After all, Social Se
curity is a social insurance
program—not an invest
ment—and some of the
things it insures against are
being disabled, having a
disabled child or dying
while your family is still
young. Approximately onethird of workers today are
disabled at some point in
their working lives, so no
one should take these cur
rent protections for grant
ed. And all of these circum
stances land more heavily
on Black families than on
others.
A child may become a
direct beneficiary (that is,
receive a monthly check) if
misfortune strikes his or
her family. In 2004, three
million children under age
18 were direct beneficiaries
because they were de
pendents of a deceased,
disabled, or aged worker.
Another one million chil
dren were direct recipients
of Supplemental Security
Income because of their
own disabilities. A child
also may be an indirect
beneficiary when another
member of his or her

household receives a Social
Security check and thus
frees up family income for
use on the child's behalf;
the most common case is a
grandparent living in the
child's parent's home. Both
kinds of benefits are very
important for Black chil
dren and families, and in
2003, one in every six
Black children lived in a
household where someone
received a Social Security
or Supplemental Security
check.
Finally, it’s important
to remember that Social
Security has always been
designed to provide the
greatest help to people who
need it the most—that is, to
lower-wage people rather
than higher-wage individu
als. This, too, is more like
ly to benefit Black workers,
since we still earn less on
average than White work
ers. All together, studies
show that under the current
system, there is almost no
difference by race in the
benefits per dollar of Social
Security taxes paid. The
idea that the current system
is unfair to Blacks is sim
ply not true—and when the
President and others con
tinue framing the debate
this way, it becomes a scare
tactic that clouds the issue.
What else about the
current debate over Social
Security isn’t true? I’ll talk

about that soon in a second
column. In the meantime,
all Americans hope our
fives will be long and care
free. But we should cher
ish our nation’s current
guarantee that even when
something goes wrong, we
will have enough to pre
serve our independence
and dignity.
President
Roosevelt’s promise of
freedom from want is still
worth fighting for, and be
cause Black families are
still more likely to suffer
some of the misfortunes
Social Security is designed
to protect against, we need
to pay careful attention to
any proposals for overhaul
ing it and changing this
guarantee. Henny Penny
may be running around
telling us the sky is
falling...but we don’t have
to be fooled!
Marian Wright Edelman
is President and Founder of
the Children's Defense Fund
and its Action Council whose
Leave No Child Behind®
mission is to ensure every
child a Healthy Start, a Head
Start, a Fair Start, a Safe

Start, and a Moral Start in life
and successful passage to
adulthood with the help of
caring families and communi
ties.

No Children Left Behind—Except Ours

Continental United States, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands

DEADLINES
All news items, advertising copy and related art
submitted for publication on Thursday must be
at the office of The Weekly Challenger no later
than 4 p.m. Monday

ly from the current Social
Security system? Are pri
vate accounts really a good
idea for Black Americans,
or most Americans? And is
Social Security really fac
ing a crisis? Many experts
agree the answer to each of
these questions is no.
I
want to talk about all of
these pieces of the Social
Security debate, and I’ll
begin in this column with
how well the current sys
tem works for Black work
ers and families.
Let’s start with the
questions about Black men
and life expectancies. As
Princeton scholar and New
York limes columnist Paul
Krugman explains it, when
President Bush claims,
"‘African-American males
die sooner than other males
do, which means the sys
tem is inherently unfair to a
certain group of peo
ple’ ... [his remarks] perpet
uate a crude misunder
standing about what life
expectancy means. It's true
that the current life ex
pectancy for black males at
birth is only 68.8 years—
but that doesn't mean that a
black man who has worked
all his life can expect to die
after collecting only a few
years' worth of Social Se
curity benefits. Blacks’
low life expectancy is
largely due to high death
rates in childhood and

by Angela Lindsay
It was recently re
vealed that President Bush
paid African American
journalist/commentator
Armstrong
Williams
$240,000 to promote the
"No Child Left Behind"
(NCLB)
initiative on
Williams’ nationally syndi
cated television show. The
contract required Williams'
company, the Graham
Williams Group, to pro
duce radio and TV ads that
feature one-minute "reads"
by Education Secretary
Rod Paige concerning the
program. Williams is a for
mer aide to U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Clarence
Thomas and is one of the
top black conservative

voices in the nation. He
hosts The Right Side on
TV and radio, and writes
op-ed pieces for newspa
pers. Under contract obli
gations, he was to com
ment regularly
about
NCLB during his broad
casts and to urge other
black journalists to do the
same.
Contrary to what the
name of the NCLB initia
tive implies, it is actually a
tool keeping AfricanAmerican children from
reaching their full poten
tial. The NCLB program
relies heavily on standard
ized testing. Federal fund
ing received by public
schools is now dictated by
the results of standardized
testing scores. Standard
ized testing measures the
strengths and weaknesses
of teachers, students and
curriculum. When imple
mented correctly, these
tests can determine what
elements of education need
to be emphasized more and
which areas need improve
ment. They are viewed as
the single, most reliable
measuring sticks for en
trance into institutions of

higher learning. Propo
nents of standardized test
ing maintain that they are
essential for the public
school system in assessing
whether or not a child is
performing at or above
expected grade levels.
Many of us can re
member dreading having to
take these types of tests in
school. The tricky multiple
choice questions. The deli
cate word associations. But
these types of tests do not
necessarily fully or truly
determine the level of a
person’s
intelligence.
Learning is a cumulative
process, and these tests are
only one aspect of assess
ing a person’s complete
potential. Yet, these devices
are routinely used and
viewed as the deciding fac
tor for measuring a per
son’s success.
Research has shown
that factors such as family
stability, socio-economic
distress, and lack of ade
quate instruction and re
sources contribute to the
disparities between white
students and minority stu
dents. The "all or nothing"
approach of NCLB ex

eludes, schools that have
made tremendous progress
but have not yet achieved
the NCLB standards and
labels schools as failing if
they miss the NCLB goal
for even one group of stu
dents. . As a result, many
schools with poor testing
scores are content to let
these "underachieving" stu
dents drop out or pass
through the cracks of the
system rather than lose fed
eral funding. With white
students routinely outper
forming black students on
standardized types of tests,
it amounts to a dispropor
tionate number of black
students failing to finish
school and being labeled as
unable to learn
Since Bush has taken
office and since the cre
ation of NCLB, the drop
out rate among black and
brown students has reached
50%. Other factors certain
ly contribute to these num
bers, but the statistics do
not he, and they are not
coincidental. Many minori
ty students are already at a
disadvantage when first
entering the education sys
tem based on their back-

grounds. These are factors
that are not taken into ac
count when choosing to
distribute standardized test
ing but are often reflected
in the results. Imagine try
ing to prepare for an exam
with gunfire erupting out
side your bedroom window
or crack heads hassling you
on the way to school. So,
rather than promoting an
agenda which seems to
contradict its very mission,
students would be better
served should the adminis
tration choose to address
the roots of these problems.
Despite, or in light of,
these statistics, black folk
have to stop making excus
es for our students’ lack of
performance and work to
make a difference for our
selves instead because we
cannot rely on the so-called
policies of the government.
There is research to suggest
that the educational gap
between black and white
students gets larger as they
get older and that the per
ception black students have
regarding their success can
be self-fulfilling prophe
cies in their actual achieve
ment. The hiring of more

qualified,
experienced
teachers; increased parent
al involvement; implemen
tation of strong tutoring
programs; and listening to
and respecting students and
their communities are more
viable solutions to increase
the achievement of minori
ty students.
Bush sought to build
support among black fami
lies for his education re
form law through question
able and possibly illegal
tactics in paying Williams
to promote his policy. If the
NCLB program is such a
positive one, why would
Bush and Williams feel the
need to resort to under
handed and unethical
means to persuade African
Americans to support it? I
think we all know the
answer to that question.
With this type of corrup
tion pervading the media
and government, is it any
wonder why the vicious
cycle of "the rich getting
richer and the poor getting
poorer" persists?
Angela Lindsay is an at
torney and freelance writer.
Contact her at lindsaylawOO
@yahoo.com
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Fred Williams Jazz
Quartet To Swing At
Phillippi Estate
Brown Bag Concert
Series —-------------------What’s happening
• Free Brown Bag con
cert series featuring the
Fred Williams Jazz Quartet
When is it happening
• Noon to 1 p.m.,
Thursday, March 24
Where is it happen
ing
• The gazebo at Phil
lippi Estate Park, 5500 S.
Tamiami Trail, Sarasota
Why is it happening
• Sarasota County
Parks and Recreation is of
fering a free concert by the
Fred Williams Jazz Quartet
with Soloist Nancy Lewis.
This versatile group fea
tures bass, drum, keyboard

The Westcoast Black Theatre Troupe (WBTT)
Presents ‘The Wiz’ ---------- -------------------------------SARASOTA - This
musical version “The Wiz,”
from Frank Baum's novel,
“The Wizard of Oz,” ran on
Broadway for three years
and won seven Tony
Awards. The leading role
of Dorothy was portrayed
by Stephanie Mills on stage
and by Diana Ross in the
highly acclaimed movie
version of the show. The
WBTT production will be
headed by local favorite,
Teresa Stanley, as Dorothy.
For this large cast show the
Troupe moves into much
bigger quarters at Booker
VPA, 3201 N. Orange Ave,
where it will play for eight
7:30 evening performances
and two 3 p.m. matinees,
from March 24 through
April 3.

and vocals, performing
jazz standards to swing
favorites.
• Brown Bag lunch
time concerts are offered
every Thursday during
March, beginning at noon
at the gazebo in Phillippi
Estate Park.
Action for public to
take
• Music lovers are in
vited to bring a brown bag
lunch and a lawn chair or
blanket to this free concert.
Contact for public
• Priscilla Brown, Phil
lippi Estate Park, (941)
316-1309, pbrown@sc
gov.net

Join Dorothy, the Tin
man, the Scarecrow and the
Lion to find the Wizard
(who will be played by
Nate Jacobs, Founder and

Artistic Director of the
Troupe. He will also be
directing the show with
Reggie Kelly choreograph
ing. Kelly was Director/

Choreographer of the
Troupe's recent hit produc
tion of Ain’t Misbehavin'.
So "Ease on Down the
Road" and get your tickets

for a show that will delight
and entertain audiences of
all ages.
Tickets are $23 with
Student and Group Rates

available. Call the Backlot
Ticket Line today at (941)
363-9300. All Credit Cards
accepted.
• DATES: March 24 to
April 3
•EVES: 7:30 Thursday
Saturday,
3/24-26;
Tuesday - Saturday, 3/294/2
• MATINEES 3 p.m.
Saturday, 3/26 and Sunday,
4/3
• WHERE: Booker
VPA, 3201 No. Orange
Ave.
• TICKETS: $23 (Stu
dent and Group Rates
available)
• CALL: (941) 3639300 Backlot Ticket Line.
All Credit Cards accepted.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
13th Annual Sickle Cell
Last Call For Pinellas
Fundraiser Approaches —------— County Area Seniors
TAMPA BAY - On Petersburg. The program, event.
To Save $600 With
Sunday, March 20, the which runs from 5-9 p.m.,
For ticket information,
Medicare Prescription
13th Annual Sickle Cell will feature performers please contact the Sickle
Dinner and Jazz Extrava Heart and Soul, along with Cell Disease Association
Drug Credit —--------ganza will take place at the
St. Petersburg Hilton, lo
cated at 333 First St. S., St.

several other musicians.
The City of St. Petersburg
is a co-sponsor for this

of America-St. Petersburg
Chapter, at (727) 8962355.

7th Annual Senior FREE! Fest
Returns ----------------------------------PINELLAS COUNTY
- The Senior FREE! Fest,
will be returning once
again to the historic Coli
seum in downtown St.
Petersburg. This year_s
Senior Free! Fest will be
held on Thursday, April 7,
from 9am until 2pm.
The Senior FREE! Fest
is produced by the Senior
Voice of Florida, Pinellas
County’s leading newspa
per targeted exclusively for
the area’s active, mature
adult. The Senior Voice is
proud to be celebrating
their 25th Anniversary this
year.
The Senior FREE! Fest
consistently brings more
than 5,000 happy seniors to
the Coliseum for this oneday expo. This event in the
past has attracted heavy
local and national media
coverage as this event is
recognized as the leading
Senior event in this area.
With over 80 local retailers
and service providers on
hand promoting their prod
ucts and services, this
event helps foster a new
attitude about getting older

and demonstrates the via
bility of the older con
sumers.
It’s called Senior
FREE! Fest for good rea
son. The day is designed
to give Senior Voice of
Florida readers an entire
day of food, drink, live
entertainment, and lots of
activity at absolutely no
charge to them. The park
ing is free, admission is
free, health screenings and
samples - all free. Senior
FREE! Fest is geared to
wards providing an entire
day of food, drink, live
entertainment and informa
tion for our senior readers,
at no charge to them for
anything.
Sponsors include, Hu
mana MarketPoint, Bright
House Networks, WGUL
Radio, Senior Resource &
Referral Center, Fletcher
Music, National Pizza
Parties, Enterprise Art,
Home Savings Mortgage,
and Sunsdt Bay Club. One
of the highlights of the
show is our Forever Young
dancers, dancing their
pants off for charity, The

Grandmother Rockettes
doing their thing, CJ
Harding singing her Patsy
Cline songs as well as
other talented performers.
Last year, attendees
were treated to free slices
of pizza, cups of coffee,
doughnuts, popcorn, spring
water, cake, health screen
ings and a long list of other
edible treats! Everyone
leaves with a bag of good
ies. Attendees were also
able to enjoy (for free!)
continuous entertainment,
craft classes, health screen
ings, seminars - the list is
almost endless!
There is no charge for
admission and parking is
free. Large groups and
tour buses are encouraged,
and will be accommodated.
Retirement communities
are invited to bring every
one!
. The Coliseum is locat
ed in downtown St. Peters
burg, at 535-4th Ave. N.
For additional information
on the 7th Annual Senior
FREE! Fest, please contact
Senior Voice of Florida,
(727) 536-1827.

Need Money For College?

We Can Help!
Call
EDUCATED FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
at (727) 865-3688
or
1 -877-977-3374, ext. 104 or 105

V

Local St. Petersburg Senior Saving Big
CLEARWATER

Medicare Today announc
ed that seniors and persorfs
With disabilities can still
apply for the $600 Medi
care prescription drug cre
dit, but time is running
short for those who want to
receive the full benefit.
After March 31, eligible
seniors will still receive a
portion of the prescription
drug credit, but those who
apply before the March
deadline will receive the
full $600 credit for 2005.
Many area seniors like
Vanest Russ, a St. Peters
burg resident, are already
saving hundreds of dollars
per year on their prescrip
tion drug costs by using
their drug discount cards.
Vanest qualified for the
$600 in transitional assis
tance and uses her Humana
Gold Plus Medicare-Ap
proved Drug Discount
Card to save almost $100
per month on drug costs at
her local Winn Dixie.
The
Medicare-ap
proved drug discount pro
gram offers seniors two
immediate drug savings
options. First, Medicareapproved drug discount
cards are saving seniors an
average of 20% off drug
costs. Second, Medicare
beneficiaries who meet
lower income requirements
qualify for an additional
$600 credit to help pay for
prescriptions.
To be eligible for the
$600 prescription drug
credit, Medicare benefici
aries must have an individ
ual household income less
than $12,919; a married
couple’s household income
must be less than $17,320.
Assets are not counted in

determining
eligibility.
Beneficiaries with Medi
caid outpatient drug cover
age are not eligible for the
Medicare-Approved pre
scription drug discount
card program.
New Medicare cover
age now includes screen
ings and preventive care
benefits as well.
Seniors and disabled
adults interested in apply
ing for the $600 drug cred
it should contact Medicare
directly at 1-800-MEDICARE (622-4227) or visit
their web site for an easyto-use Medicare Card
Finder at www.medicare
•gov.
For information about
the new, free preventative
health benefits and screen
ings, seniors contact local
Medicare Today represen
tatives at (727) 446-8883.
Medicare Today is a
non-profit, public advoca
cy group with nearly 100
national organizations rep
resenting patients, seniors,
health care providers, em
ployers and others. The co
alition includes organiza
tions such as AARP,’ the
American Academy of
Family Physicians, the Na
tional Association of Care
givers and the Healthcare
Leadership Council, whose
membership includes the
nation’s premier- health
care companies and insti
tutions. The Medicare To
day campaign is reaching
out to senior citizens and
other Medicare beneficiar
ies
in
communities
throughout the nation to
provide educational mate
rials and support regarding
the new benefits.

u
Linda Mobley
President

News Deadline Is

4 P.M. Monday

Eckerd Youth Alternatives
Receives More Than $750,000
of In-Kind Goods From
CVS/Pharmacy ---------------------- CLEARWATEREckerd Youth Alternatives
(EYA), the nation's leading
not-for-profit organization
that helps at-risk and trou
bled youth, has received a
donation in goods from
CVS/pharmacy valued at
$758,830.47.
Last year, CVS/phar
macy acquired 1,260 Eck
erd drugstores in Florida
and Texas, resulting in a
surplus of household, sta
tionery, seasonal and per
sonal-care items. As a
result, CVS reached out to

organizations that could
utilize these goods to en
hance their programs and
serve their clients, such as
Eckerd Youth Alternatives.
"We are pleased to
support the youth and the
mission of Eckerd Youth
Alternatives with this do
nation, which will support
programs across the coun
try," said Eileen Howard
Dunn, CVS' V.P. of corpo
rate communications and
community relations.
"This terrific gift will
help us help countless

youth who deserve a better
chance in life," said Karen
V. Waddell, EYA's presi
dent and CEO. "Our kids
and EYA are blessed to
have generous corporate
partners like CVS."
A warehouse full of
personal-care items and
other merchandise - enough to fill 38 semi-trail
ers - will be distributed to
Eckerd Youth Alternatives'
programs for youth across
eight states.

Please Support Our Paper by
Patronizing Our Advertisers

Gomez, Papa & Gipe, LLC
A Firm Handling All Accident, Injury & Death Claims,
Premises Liability, Slip & Falls & Medical Malpractice

727-461-HELP
Speak to an Attorney 24/7
For a Free Case Evaluation)
ATTORNEY IAN GOMEZ
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information about our qualifications and experience. Fees computed before costs.
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

New Community Health Council
Needs You! --------------------------------community health council.
There will be an initial
planning meeting Satur
day, March 26, 10 a.m. at
the center, 2335 - 22nd

Ave. S.
The community is in
vited to be a part of this
effort. Please call the cen
ter at (727) 321-9444 if

Group

their cars to transport their
black maids to and from
their homes.
More common though
were cars of white women
driving up to black women
walking and saying, "N—r,
don’t you know it is better
to ride the bus," said
Georgia Gilmore in one of
the interviews. She said
she often walked for days
and always replied, "No,
cracker, no."
There is rare footage of
a young Martin Luther
King, 26, who helped this
second American revolu
tion to be as peaceful as it
was. His home was bomb
ed along with others during
the long boycott.
"It had to look bleak
and discouraging, but they
didn’t give in, they did
what they had to do," said
audience member Sarah
McCown.
Another
audience
member said that the argu
ments she saw in the docu
mentary by white racists
against civil rights for
blacks reminded her of the
current arguments used
against gay rights.
"Back then," Snitzer
said, there was "fear that if
blacks got the vote" then
the whites would have no
power. Intermingling of
races was once of the
excuses they used "to get

people all riled up just as Face of Science in Amer
ica" (1997), "Hopes on the
they do today."
Arriving a little later Horizon" (1997) and "I'll
was a group of a dozen Make Me a World: A Cen
girls with Tyrah Wilson, tury of African American
the group coordinator for Arts" (1998).
On April 29, the PCC
the YWCA. Wilson’s
invites
the public to enjoy
group is aged 10 to 13 and
refreshments at 6:30 p.m.,
called the Pettals.
Snitzer arranged to followed by the video
loan the Pettals that night’s Fighting Back at 7 p.m.
video and Wilson said she and a discussion after
plans to bring the group to wards. The next video cov
ers events from 1957 to
attend the next viewing.
. "It’s African American 1962. It highlights the inte
history and I’m trying to gration by nine teens of the
do something every month Little Rock Central High
instead of just February," School and the integration
Wilson said. She added of the University of Mis
that she would have to look sissippi by James Mere
Hampton up in a history dith.
The series covers the
book because she couldn’t
academic areas of African
recall who he was.
Hampton’s other major American Studies, Ameri
historical documentaries can History, Government/
include "The Great De Politics and Sociology and
pression" (1993), "Mal is suited for ages 10 and
colm X: Make It Plain" up. The Quaker Meeting
(1994), "America's War on House is at 130 - 19th Ave.
Poverty" (1995), "Break SE.
through: The Changing

from front page

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
Mime Ministry, Albert
TO MY IRISH
son’s Store (54th Ave. S.),
READERS
Happy St. Patrick’s Day: , van drivers, Girls Scouts,
May there always be work Praise Dancers, media
dept., Zion Hill Mortuary,
for your hands to do.
Boy Scouts, Mt. Zion
May your purse
always hold a coin or two. office staff, kitchen assis
tants, and all participants.
May the sun always shine
***
on your window pane.
AND NOW A BIT OF
May a rainbow be certain
HUMOR
. to follow each rain.
HOW TO CALL THE
May the hand of a friend
POLICE
always be near you.
George Phillips of Me
May Godfill your heart
ridian, Miss, was going to
with gladness to cheer
bed when his wife told him
you.
that he’d left the light on in
Happy St. Patrick’s Day!
***
the garden shed, which she
could see from the bed
SEASONED
room
window. George
SAINTS LUNCHEON
On March 12th at 1 opened the back door to go
p.m., we enjoyed the Sea turn off the light but saw
soned Saints Annual Lun that there were people in
cheon at Mt. Zion Pro the shed stealing things.
gressive Missionary Bap He phoned the police, who
tist Church, 955 - 20th St. asked, “Is someone in your
S., where the Rev. Louis house?” and he said, “No.”
Then they said that all
M. Murphy, Sr. is pastor.
As in the past, Mary L. patrols were busy, and that
Wooten, president, and her he should simply lock his
staff of Mt. Zion helpers, door and an officer would
really rolled their hair be along when available.
down entertaining their George said, “Okay,” hung
guests, who seemed happy up, counted to 30, and
phoned the police again.
to be there.
Special guests were “Hello, I just called you, a
patients from various nurs few seconds ago because
ing homes, including 109 there were people in my
year-old Silas Simmons, of shed. Well, we don’t have
Westminster
Suncoast, to worry about them now
who knows he is being ‘cause I’ve just shot them
blessed all over the place all.” Then he hung up.
Within five minutes,
and looks marvelous.
Following devotion led three police cars, an armed
by Mt. Zion deacons, response unit, and an am
Mistress of Ceremony bulance showed up at the
Mother Vemell Carter Phillips’ residence.
Of course, the police
presided. Vemell, a long,
long-time member of Mt. caught the burglars redZion, on Feb. 28th, called handed. One of the police
it quits after 38 years of men said to George, “I
faithful service as senior thought you said that you’d
assembler at Honeywell.
shot them!”
George
said,
“I
Vemell kept the pro
gram participants, Mt. thought you said there was
Zion’s Mime Ministry and nobody available!” (Tme
Praise Dancers on the ball, Story)
***
on and off in quick, but
THE REAL BANK
enjoyable succession.
ROBBER
The Rev. Charles L.
A police lieutenant, in
Stokes, special guest, ren
dered three old, but still an attempt to find out
loved by ‘Seasoned Saints’ which of the suspects in
hymns: ‘Will the Circle Be the line-up was the real
Unbroken,’ ‘A Little Wood bank robber, said, “I want
en Church On the Hill,’ and each of you to repeat after
me, ‘Put all your money in
‘Take Me to the Water.’
Lunch was blessed by this bag or I’ll shoot,’
Deacon Levi Cunningham when one of the group
quickly
yelled
back,
III.
Sister Annie Ray was “That’s not what I said.”
***
the luncheon speaker. She
One hog said to anoth
was well received by the
guests, and Vickie Mc er hog, “Un-oh, I hope I’m
Bride was no slouch when wrong, but I think the guy
she brought warm greet standing beside the farmer
is ‘Jimmy Dean.’
ings to the guests.
***
Remarks by president

Mary Wooten were short
and sweet.
After
benediction,
each guest was given a bag
with useful gifts inside.
Special thanks goes to
the following: the Rev.
Charles L. Stokes, Deacon
and Deaconess Ministries,
Parking Lot Ministry,

Those who do not
remember the past are con
demned to repeat it. If you
have read these jokes in my
article before, I was con
demned to repeat it.
***
WITH THAT THOUGHT
IN MIND, STAY
LOOSE!

you plan to attend the ini
tial planning meeting.

ST. PETERSBURG The Sanderlin Center has
been awarded a grant from
the Allegany Ministries
Foundation to develop a

changes." Although they
initially sought changes for
'the next generation, in
creasingly they wanted to
enjoy change within their
lifetimes.
That was where Rosa
Parks was when she re
fused to stand up and give
her bus seat to a white
man. Parks said she asked
the sheriff why he pushed
black people around and he
replied he didn’t know, but
she was under arrest.
To organize 40,000 bus
riders in two days, The
Women’s Political Confer
ence typed an announce
ment and reproduced it
with a hand stencil to make
35,000 fliers advocating a
bus boycott. They distrib
uted the fliers overnight
and within a day the Mont
gomery buses were empty.
After the video audi
ence members commented
on how well organized the
civil rights activists were to
launch a successful bus
boycott and contact 35,000
people without e-mail or
Xerox machines.
Virginia Durr, a white
Montgomery woman, ex
plained in her interview
that the boycott had sup
port from her and other
white women who used

“We hold these
truths to be
self-evident
that all men
are created
equal.”
WASHINGTON D.C.

- The Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. BUILDTHEWlEAM.ORG

THE ART OF
LIVIN'

by Norman E. Jones II
(727)895-4126

The Art of Livin' Ink
I am Norman E. Jones II (Too!)
(HIP) - Several older
readers of this column
remember my father who
was also a journalist. His
"Let's Talk Politics" by
Norman E. Jones was pub
lished in many African
American newspapers in
America. However, many
of our readers have no clue
of his son.
I was born in Columbusj Ohio. I am a sec
ond-generation journalist.
I began my career as a high
school sports correspon
dent in 1959.1 have been a
freelance correspondent
for several African-Amer
ican newspapers in Ohio,
Michigan and Florida. I
am the author of two col
umns - "Sports Talk" and
this column.
I have covered many
major sports, cultural and
political events, some of
which are the Major Lea
gue Baseball's spring train
ing season, the All Star
Game, the Hall of Fame
ceremonies and the World
Series. I reported on the
National Football League's
Super Bowl, the United
States Football League's
championship game, the
College All Star Game. I
attended and wrote on the
American Soccer League
Championship
contest,
Major League Soccer's All
Star Game, the Memorial
Golf Tournament, the Na
tional Basketball Asso
ciation's All Star Game,
the National Hockey Lea
gue All Star Game, the
U.S. Tennis Open, the
Kentucky Derby, the Indi
anapolis 500, the St. Pet
ersburg Grand Prix, the XGames
Championships
and the Olympic Games.
In 1984, I covered the
Louisiana World's Fair in
New Orleans, the Olympic
Arts Festival in Los An
geles and Harlem Week in
New York. In 1986, I re
ported on the first official
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
activities in Atlanta, Ga. I
covered the Ohio and
Indiana Black Expos in
Columbus, and Indianapo
lis, Indiana from 1988 to
2004. This year, I covered
the opening of the Romare
Bearden Art Exhibit at the

BUYING or
SELLING?

High Museum in Atlanta,
Ga.
I have also covered
several national African
American
conventions,
conferences and exhibi
tions, among which were
the National Democratic
Convention in New York
City, the National Black
Marketing Directors, the
National Association for
the Advancement of Co
lored People, the National
Urban League, the Na
tional Alliance of Black
Educators Association, the
American Library Ass
ociation, the National As
sociation of African-Amer
ica Life and History, and
the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation con
ventions.
Since 1978, I have fi
nanced, produced, present
ed and promoted many
African-American exhibi
tions in Columbus, Ohio
and St. Petersburg, Fla. !
am known in St. Peters
burg as its unofficial "Afri
can-American Snow Bird."
I serve on several nonprof
it community boards
Some of which are: The
American Stage, Fine Arts
Peninsular, African-Amer
ican Arts Council, and the
St. Petersburg Dr. Carter
G. Woodson Museum.
I am a member of the
St. Petersburg branch or
the National Association
for the Advancement o:
Colored People. I am a
volunteer for the Boys anc
Girls Club of St. Peters
burg, the St. Petersburg
Museum of History, ant
Melrose
Elementary
School.
I am the owner of the
Norman E. Jones, I
Agency, the Art of Livin
Art Gallery and cultivator
of the Art of Livin's Afri
can-American Centennial
Cultural Exhibition.
I am Norman E. Jones
also!
/Vormun E. Jones II may
be reach by mail, telephone
and computer. Please mail
your comments or sugges
tions to: Heritage Interna
tional Press, Historic Open
Air Station, Box 1034, and St.
Petersburg, FL 33731 or call
(727) 895-426. His Email
address is: normanjones
@aol.com.

Cheryl Parker
REALTOR*

Cfentui^j
Mills First, Inc.

lrifrre
oa|| (727)

ev&ntg,

8601 4th Street North
St. Petersburg. Florida 33702

Business (727) 577-5100
Fax (727) 577-3246
Cell (727) 798-5324
email: cheryt parkerac2l.com
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Sigma
Twenty-four women
currently making history
were deserving recipients
of the Footprint Service
Awards. Receiving the awards were:’ Dr. Gloria
East, the outstanding edu
cator, writer and speaker
for the occasion; Mary T.
Brown, the first minority
elected to the Pinellas
County School Board;
Alexis Davis, a captain of
the Pinellas County Sher
iff’s Office; Hazel Davis
Barnes, an outstanding
educator who has done
outreach missionary work
for Haiti; Lena Brown,
corporate member of Lou
Brown Realty, Inc.; out
standing educator and
guidance
counselor,
Yvonne Clayton, owner
and
administrator
of
Yvonne Reed Christian
School;
Ella
Mary
Holmes, an outstanding
educator and administrator
for
Pinellas
County
Schools (retired); Janice
Starling, early childhood
educator and administrator
for Starling’s Day Care;
Dorothy Thompson, a vet
eran educator, and founder
of the Dorothy Thompson
Museum of Black History;
Dorothy Gilliam, a com
munity activist and Habitat
for Humanity advocate re
sponsible for helping oth
ers secure Habitat homes;
Isay Gulley, president and
CEO of the Clearwater
Neighborhood Housing
Services Inc, responsible
for the revitalization of the

tendent for Equal Opportu
nities for Pinellas County
Schools; Mary Murph, a
retired school guidance
counselor who serves as
founder and president of
the first Sickle Cell Dis
ease Chapter in Florida;
Mary McDonald, a 24year veteran of the St.
Petersburg Police Depart
ment and a humanitarian
who works in the commu
nity mentoring children;
Michelle Davis Smith, the
first African American
captain of the Largo Police
Department; A.
Lois
Worlds, a retired assistant
chief of police of the St.
Petersburg police depart
ment who is actively in
volved in the community
as an advocate for chil
dren; Mattie Gardner (102
years of age) who is a
Christian mother and an
early advocate for equal
rights in the St. Petersburg
community, a woman who
continues to give of herself
towards making the world
a better place; Matty C.
Lane, a minister and radio
personality committed to
spreading the Word of God
to all nations; Rene
Flowers, a St. Petersburg
City Council member who
works effectively and effi
ciently for the citizens of
this community with a pas
sion for service; the Hon
orable Myra Scott Mc
Nary, a judge of the Sixth
Judicial Circuit Court of
Pinellas County, she was
the first woman (minority)
to reach this position, and
the Rev. Dr. Constance
Samuels, an' ordained min

North and South Green

ister, church founder, solo

wood
areas;
Audrey
Scheidenhelm,
philan
thropic leader and one of
the founders of College
Fund of Pinellas County
Inc.; Maria ScruggsWeston, a community
activist and president of
Source of Health, Inc.,
Willk Carson, director of
the SPJC nursing program
(retired) and founder of
Greenwood Health Center,
currently providing health
services to Clearwater res
idents; Adelle V. Jemison,
a retired Assistant Superin

ist and church musician
who continuously works as
an advocate for Christ.
Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority Inc. salutes and
celebrates all women who
represent
the
theme
"Women Inspiring Hope
and Possibilities" each day
throughout their lives,
love, leadership, relation
ships and steady outpour
ing of self. A special
thanks goes out from the
Sigmas to the total com
munity for making this
occasion a success.
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"Jim Crow Law," or a law
that was created to dis
criminate against black
people. Black people were
supposed to ride in the
back of the bus, so the
white passengers could
have the seats in the front.
If all the seats in the front
were taken, and whites still
needed to board the bus,
then the blacks would have
to give up their seats and
stand.
One day, Rosa Parks
<
1
got on the bus, sat down,
and refused to give up her
seat to a white person. She
by Ryan Williams-Henrv
was thrown into jail for
Although Black His this act. It was that act of
tory Month has passed, we bravery that sparked the
as children should contin organization of the bus
ue to learn about the sacri boycott. Black people who
fices the people before us normally rode the bus
made so that we could walked pr caught rides
have a better life today. I with others to get where
think that we should ad they wanted to go. The bus
mire our elders all year company lost a lot of
long. I’m not speaking of money because of the boy
family members. I’m talk cott, and later, the law was
ing about people that have amended and black people
| made a significant impact were able to sit wherever
oil our culture. People like they wanted to sit.
l'_ Martin Luther King,
Malcolm X was a lot
Jr., Rosa Parks, and Mal like Martin Luther King,
colm X are great examples Jr., except he did not
of elders that I admire.
believe in nonviolence. He
In 1925, one of the believed that "by any
greatest leaders in our cul means necessary" you
ture was bom. Dr. Martin should do whatever it takes
Luther King, Jr., believed to stop your opponent.

that all people were creat
ed equally. He believed
that all people had equal
rights. He was known to
many as the father of the
"Civil Rights Movement."
Because of his strong
Christian-based ' back
ground, he believed that
being violent would not
make as great as an impact
as being non-violent. In
stead of becoming violent
when someone did him
wrong, he arranged sit-ins,
marches, and non-violent
protests.
He was also famous
for his "I Have a Dream,"
speech. He and Rosa Parks
were responsible for a boy
cott against a bus compa
ny. Back then, there was a

We as black people to
day aren’t being whipped,
hanged, doused with gaso
line, told to sit at the back
of the bus, or just being
blatantly
discriminated
against. Still, it is critical
for us to know about the
courage, organizational
skills, and passion that our
elders had. They paved the
way so that we would not
have to go through the in
justices they went through.
I think we should keep the
memories alive. When we
have kids, we should share
our history with them, by
going back to our roots.
Ryan Williams-Henry is
a sixth grader at Academy
Prep School.

DID YOUR VOTE COUNT?
Tell your story at these

Televised Citizen Hearings
>

on Voting Issues

The ‘W££k!xJ'!£H?n9er’
Congratulates Tiwse Outstanding
___
Ebony Scholars!
NAACP and his church
choir and youth group. He
is also dual enrolled at St.
Petersburg College.
Roderick resides with
his mother, Shirley Ann
Scott.
***

University of Florida to
major in sports manage
ment.
Murphy is a member
of the Student Govern
ment, football team, bas
ketball team, track team
and the Multicultural Club.
Louis resides with his
parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
Louis Murphy Sr.
***

Rodrick S. Coleman

Roderick S. Coleman
is a senior at Lakewood
High School. After gradua
tion, he plans to attend The
Art Institute of Tampa and
pursue a major in the com
puter animation.
Coleman is a member
of the Student Govern
ment, the African Ameri
can Voter Research and
Education
(AAVREC),
YMCA Child Care, the

West
from front page

sity Professor of Religion
at Princeton University.
His best-selling books
include "Race Matters"
and "Democracy Matters:

Louis Murphy Jr. is a
senior at Lakewood High
School. After graduation,
he plans to attend the

Sierra A. Poyau is a

Winning the Fight Against
Imperialism.".
An undergraduate at
Harvard, West graduated
magna cum laude in 1973
after only three years. He
went on to earn his MA
(1975) and PhD (1980)

degrees from Princeton.
Among his teaching cred
its, West has taught at
Union Theological Semi
nary, has served as profes
sor of religion and director
of the Program in AfricanAmerican
Studies
at

Sierra A. Poyau

plan assets.
Steve Allen, AAMS
Accredited Asset
Management Specialist
Financial Consultant

Serving all of greater St.Petersburg
727/550-2222 ext.151

TAMPA - Plans for the
first annual Charity Golf
Toiimament for the Plant
City Chapter of the Florida
A&M University (FAMU)
National Alumni Associ
ation (NAA), are well un

derway. This inaugural
event will be held March
19 at Roger’s Park Golf
Course. This foursome or
four person team scramble
style tournament is $60 per
player, which will include

A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS!
• Get your high school diploma by attending FREE
GED classes.
• FREE Child Care and Transportation are also pro
vided.
• Learn how to help your child in school.

Call EVEN START # (727) 552-1568

18 holes of golf, lunch, a
welcome bag and lots of
contests and giveaways.
The first, second and third
place teams will take home
cash prizes and awards.
On-site registration is
Saturday, March 19 from
7-8 a.m. The scheduled tee
time is 8:30 am sharp!
The Plant City Chapter
of the FAMU NAA is a tax
exempt [501(c)(3)] non
profit organization regis
tered in the‘State of Florida
and affiliated with Florida
A&M University. Its pur
pose is to provide charita-

At Sanderlin Center

DESIGNS

W

ELECTION REFORM COALITON
OF PINELLAS COUNTY
"Make every vote count; count every vote."
Coalition Members: Include the Democratic Party of
Pinellas County (organizing member), ACORN FCAN,
Green Party of Pinellas County, IMA (Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance), Libertarian Party of Pinellas County,
NAACP—Clearwater Chapter, NAACP—St. Petersburg
Chapter, and 8 other civic, religious and political groups,
(partial listing)
2250 1st Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Florida, 33713
(727) 327-2796

Fountains feel like
home instantly.
Greg Bush

At the web: www.ERCPinellas.org.
Additional information at: www.Pinellasprogressives.org or

www.CVVG.info.

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

WAVES
BY DESIGN™

preSRNTTALS'-

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802
Today's Hair
323-9445
Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

“The friendliness .
of the residents and
associates makes THE

Saturday: 10:00 to 12:00 noon
2335 22nd Ave. S. St. Petersburg
(727) 896-4108

Professional Hair Care Products

Total Perfection
321-5545
L'orkel's Hair Design
327-3354

Robert's Hair Salon
866-7070

Za-Lavar's
321-1930
Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074
A Precious Touch
321- 8146
Meme's Beauty
322- 1712

Princeton. West joined the
W.E.B. Du Bois Institute
for Afro-American Re
search at Harvard in 1993;
he later became an AL
phonse Fletcher, Jr. Uni
versity professor in 1998.

Plant City Chapter Of The FAMU
National Alumni Association Hosts
Golf Tournament For Scholarship
Fund------------- -------- *----------------------------

For the class nearest you.

Call A.G. Edwards for guidance on
how you can manage your retirement

senior at Boca Ciega High
School. After graduation,
she plans to attend North
eastern University to pur
sue pre-med studies.
Poyau is a member of
the National French Honor
Society, the Student Ath
letic Trainers Organiza
tion, the Eclipse Dance
Troupe,
the National
Achievers Society, GEMS
organization, Fellowship
of Christian Students, the
Galilee Missionary Baptist
Church Youth Choir, Youth
Mission, T.L.C. Youth
Girls Ministry and the
Multicultural Club.
Sierra resides with her
grandmother, Ms. Hattie
Robinson.

Louis Murphy Jr.

March 19th

CHANGING JOBS OR
RETIRING?

5

reg Bush, retired Fire Chief of St. Pete, (left to fight), and Bud
Kathan, Air Force veteran share a common interest of surfing the
web in the computer lab at THE FOUNTAINS AT BOCA ClEGA BAY,
from emailing friends to checking out current events around the world.

G

Call or stop by our community today and enjoy a complimentary lunch.
Pick up your free 2005 Artists in Residence calendar.

1-877-767-8558 (toll-free)

Retirement Living • Assisted Living • Alzheimer’s Care
Skilled Nursing Care available on site.
1255 Pasadena Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

www.thefountains.com

NP WQJ31005

t=r

ble and educational aid to
students and educators,
encourage research and
learning, and promote edu
cation in the arts and sci
ences. This charity golf
classic is for the benefit of
assisting local area stu
dents in their quest for
higher education and atten
dance at FAMU.
The Plant City Chapter
of the FAMU NAA has
proudly supported local
students for over 25 years
with Excellence through
Caring in their pursuit of a
college education. As a
nonprofit organization, our
chapter relies on contribu
tions from companies with
in the community as well
as individual involvement
in our fundraising events.
There are several ways in
which everyone can. partic
ipate to insure the successof this inaugural event and
the continued service to
those in need.
The Plant City Chapter
of the FAMU NAA also
invites you to their 2005
Orange and Green Day, a
celebration of music and
entertainment that will
uplift our university and
honor its existence and
continuous impact. This
event will take place at the
Allen Chapel AME Church
in Plant City, FL on March
20th beginning at 4:30 pm.
This event is free of charge
and everyone in the Tampa
Bay area and surrounding
cities are welcome.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Community Women Honored By Zeta
Phi
PINELLAS COUNTY
- Both Ms. Lounell Britt
and Ms. Ernestine Rembert
stood proudly as they were
recently presented plaques
by Zeta Phi Beta. These
served to document the
outstanding leyel of com
mitment and service they
have shown to the people
of St Petersburg over the
past thirty-five years. Ms.
Rembert is as well known
in the healthcare area as
Ms. Britt is in social serv
ices and education. Both
women
have
lived,
wdrked, and reared their
families among the people
they have served. The
respect and love the com-,
munity has for each of
them was expressed by the
enthusiastic applause from
the audience as their biog
raphies were read.
Ms. Britt has spent
more than 30 years with
the
Department
of
Children and Families.
Prior to her employment
with DCF, she worked as a
teacher for Pinellas County
Schools. She is presently
the director of the
Sanderlin Center and
serves on the boards of
numerous agencies and
programs that provide
services, and resources for
the very young, to the sen
ior members of the com
munity. Boards on which
she serves or chaits include
the Unified Personnel
Board Tor Pinellas County
and the Free Clinic. Other
programs she is involved
with include Early Head
Start, the Selective Service
Board, and the Area Agen
cy on Aging. The Area
Agency oil Aging is espe
cially meaningful to Ms.
Britt, as she and her sister
are the primary caretakers
of their 102 year old moth
er.
A product of local
schools, Ms. Britt is a
graduate of Gibbs High
School. She received her
BS degree in history and
sociology from Paine
College. Her Masters in
Public Administration was

Ms. Lounell Britt, Executive Director,
James B. Sanderlin Neighborhood Family Center
earned at Golden Gate
University. This doting
grandmother of six is a
devoted member of New
Faith Free Methodist
Church.
Ms. Rembert is an
employee of the Pinellas
County Health Depart
ment. She has served the
community as a public
health nurse through the
Pinellas County Schools
and various Pinellas Coun
ty Health Department
facilities. Her early years
in nursing were at Mercy
Hospital and Bay front
Medical Center. In addi
tion, she served in the
Nurses Corp with the
United States Army Re
serves. She retired from
the U. S. Army as a lieu
tenant colonel
She is a
long-time member of Mt.
Zion African Methodist.
Episcopal Church.
A graduate of Gibbs
High School, Ms, Rembert
received her degree in
nursing from SPJC. She
received a BA in psycholo
gy from St. Leo College
and a Masters in Public
Health from the University
of South Florida. Profes
sional memberships in
clude American Nurses’/
Association
and
the
Florida
Nurses’
Association, District 26,
and
Retired Military.
Officers Association. She
is a member the Task Force"
for Closing the Gap in the
Minority Health Outreach
Program.
Awards were presented
by Zeta president, Roslyn

Helping Preserve

Cunningham, with biogra
phies given by Adelle
Jemison and Emma Cavin.
Health Seminar Raises
Awareness
All eyes were on the
front as representatives of a
variety of health and com
munity agencies presented
information about the re
sources they have that are
available within the com
munity. The presentations
also made clear the method
for obtaining these re
sources. One of the Pi
nellas County Health De
partment's representatives
was Ms. Sharon Carruthers, who focused on
hepatitis, but also provided
some information about
HIV-AIDS and other infec
tious diseases,
Ms. Marquetta Green
explained the many pro
grams within the health
department to give chil
dren and families a healthy
start and continue to pro
vide resources to maintain
their health at an optimal
level.
Dr. DarallJ. Moore, a
local podiatrist, convinced
several ladies to make
Changes in their footwear
when he explained what
problems develop with dif
ferent shoes that are popu
lar now. And corns are just
a small part of those prob
lems. Jeannine Martini of
the March of Dunes, triced
the progress that the organ
ization has made oyer the
years in providing life-sav
ing research. At the same
time, March of Dimes has
formed partnerships with
community organizations,

like Zeta Phi Beta and
health departments to pro
vide education and health
services to combat prema
turity and birth defects.
’Ms. Ruth Edwards rep
resented the Suncoast
Mental Health Services.
This agency serves all
ages. CASA was repre
sented by Ms. Bonnie
Quick, who wants us to
remember, that CASA is a
safe place for any family
members that need it,
Need help to overcome
drugs? Wanda Stuart was
able to tell us about the
services of Operation PAR.
Not only is this the mem
bers of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority at the noon lunch
eon which followed the
group's health seminar.
The Enoch Davis Center
was the site for both activ
ities, and the audience was
enlightened by the various
presentations from agen
cies within the community.
The St. Petersburg
Pregnancy and Family Re
source Center was repre
sented by the director, Ms.
Carole Alexander, The
Center provides counsel
ing, image-building work
shop's for women, resource
referrals, and prenatal
through early childhood
education for mothers and
fathers. Through partici
pation in the education
programs, points can beearned for redemption in
the center's
Clothing
Boutique. All presenters'
left the audience pondering
the new information and
making plans to follow up
on it.
Zeta Phi Beta's com
munity health program is
the Stork's Nest, an educa
tion program to help new
parents to become awareof
the need for care before,
during, and after pregnan
cy. They are further in
formed of the expected re
sult of consistent and ade
quate prenatal care from
the planning stage through
the birth. This program
was developed in partner
ship with the March of
Dimes.

GAPP Program Seeks Participants
Pinellas County School

Growing
Healthier
Communities
Together

PINELLAS COUNTY
- GAPP (Greatness, At
titude and Potential Pro
gram) is no longer associ
ated with USA-GAP, as
previously stated in the
Weekly
, Challenger’s
March 9 edition.
GAPP serves several

------------------OUR HEALTH-------------------Report Shows Lung Disease More
Likely To Affect Florida’s Culturally
Diverse Communities
TAMPA BAY -Com
munities of color are more
likely than the white popu
lation to develop a majori
ty of lung diseases and
other respiratory problems
according to a recent
American Lung Associa
tion report;
According to the
"Lung. Disease Data in
Culturally Diverse Com
munities: 2005" reports
• Lung cancer kills
more African-Americans
than any other cancer
• African-American
children are more than
three times as likely as
children of other races to
develop sleep-disordered
breathing

Financial Security

Do you love to shop?
Do you love to help those less fortunate f

During Uncertain Times

You can do BOTH at the
1015 Omaha Circle
Palm Harbor, Florida

, Corner

727-289-SHOP (7467)
Exquisite (lifts & Treasures
for the Home

Come join us for our Grand Opening
April I & 2, from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
More than 125 years of serving our
clients when they need us-most.

Special guest artist Harriet Rosebud will be on hand
to personalize your purchase of her unique
miniature hat collectibles.

The Prudential Insurance Company
of America
Roy James - Premier Agent

4100 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727)327-4137

locations throughout Pi
nellas County. They are:
• Tarpon Springs: Boys
and Girls Club and YMCA
at the Cops/Kids facility
• Clearwater: North
Greenwood Aquatics and
Recreation Center, YMCA
of the Suncoast High Point

Branch
• Largo Middle School
• St. Petersburg: St.
Petersburg Main Library,
Campbell Park Recreation
Center, Sanderlin Family
Center, Childs Park Recre
ation Center
The St. Petersburg,
Tarpon Springs and Clear
water locations operate
from 5-7 p.m., Mondays
and Thursdays. Largo Mid
dle’s GAPP site is avail
able from 4:30-6:30 p.m.,
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The sites provide tu
toring and abstinence edu
cation from drugs, alcohol,
violence and sex until mar
riage. The sites are headed
by certified teachers of the

Each miniature hat is recreated from the original

designs of Harriet Rosebud

Each hat is made of original materials soch as

• African-Americans ratory therapists who
have the highest preva answer questions about
lence rate in the world for procedures, medications,
sarcoidosis, a disease that smoking cessation and
causes inflammation of the assist with physician refer
body's tissues and is char rals. To reach the Call
acterized by the presence Center, dial 1-800-548of granulomas - small 8252.
areas of inflamed cells.
• Flu Shot Locator is
Sarcoidosis can attack any an online resource for peo
organ and always affects ple at high risk for compli
more than one of the cations from the flu. By
body's systems. However, simply entering a zip code,
more than 90 percent of the Flu Shot Locator will
patients with sarcoidosis find a clinic near you. To
will have pulmonary in access the Flu Shot
volvement. Pulmonary sar Locator visit www.luncoidosis can cause loss of gusa.org.
• Asthma Camp is
lung volume and increased
held annually at Boggy
lung stiffness.
"This report clearly Creek Gang Camp, located
indicates the prevalence of 30 minutes north of Or
lung disease within diverse lando. The camp is sched
communities," said Amer uled in the summer each
ican Lung Association of year and is specially de
Florida (ALAF) GEO signed and equipped for
Martha Bogdan. "Because children ages 7-16 with
the ALAF is committed to asthma who are unable to
a world free of'lung dis attend
other
summer
ease, it is vital to commu .camps due to their illness.
nicate this information so This program is free to all
that all communities can campers who are chosen to
engage in and join the fight participate based on their
against lung disease."
medical condition. Priority
ALAF has numerous will be given to moderate
resources to combat lung and severe asthmatic appli
diseases across all cultures, cants. For more informa
several of which are de tion on Asthma Camp, visit
tailed below. For a com www.boggycreek.org.
plete list of ALAF’s re
• Open Airways for
sources, visit www.lung
Schools is a school-based
fla.org:
program designed for
• The American Lung third, fourth and fifth grade
Association Call Center school children with asth
provides immediate, clear ma. Trained instructors
and accurate information cover six topic areas in six
on a variety of lung health 40-minute sessions. The
topics. The Call Center is curriculum incorporates an
staffed by nurses and respi- interactive teaching ap-

HI] IA 11 KSO NlIEIII fin
AX SERVICE
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fell, satin, straw, or sinamay, with adornments in

Prudential

Financial

Get A Money Now Loan'

feathers, silk, satin, and beading

LoceRf Owned and Operated

Growing and Protecting Vbur Wealth'

Prudential Financial is a registered service mark of The Prudential Insurance Company of
America, Newark, NJ and its affiliates.
IFS-A068097 Ed. 08/2003

System).
Graduation and com
mitment ceremonies are a
part of the GAPP activities.
In addition, the program
provides monthly field
trips, summer activities, a
bi-annual Youth Summit
with speakers on drugs,
violence and abstinence, as
well as parent information
and education. It also
offers family counseling
and anger management for
enrolled youth.
Youth who demon
strate the mission of the
program are voted by their
peers as mentors. After
serving as mentors, some
of the youth are selected by
staff as youth team leaders
of their site (this is a paid
position). The program is
currently under the James
B. Sanderlin Family Cen
ter.
For more information
about program sites and
hours, please contact the,
GAPP office at (727) 8232288.

A unique shopping experience...

' Webb's Plaza
Midtown

with proceeds supporting Meals on Wheels

385 8th Street South
(7271838-1321

Blockbuster
Center
5004 34th Street South
(727)8843925

Gulfport
Square

5006 Gutfport Boutevard
(727) 321-1091

and the Neighborly Pharmacy
NEW February 2005 Wei * Mart Superstore, 3501 34th Street S

v

proach and serves to em
power children with asth
ma by teaching them how
to prevent asthma episodes
and emergencies.
Tobacco Cession
Programs:
• The American Lung
Association's
Freedom
From Smoking Clinic pro
vides a behaviorally based,
quit-smoking program that
is intended to help adults
(18 years and older) with a
systematic approach to
quitting combined with
peer support. The program
is compatible with use of
all forms of nicotine re
placement therapy.
• Freedom From Smok
ing On-Line is designed to
help people quit smoking
in the privacy on their own
home,
accommodating
their individual schedules
and needs.
• Not on Tobacco (NO-T) is a school-based pro
gram specifically designed
for teenagers who want to
stop smoking. N-O-T sys
tematically offers specific
help with tough problems
like nicotine withdrawal,
relapse prevention, and
other issues important to
teens. It uses a life man
agement skills approach so
teens learn to reduce stress,
make decisions and com
municate effectively with
peers.
The American Lung
Association commissioned
"Lung Disease Data in
Culturally Diverse Com
munities: 2005" to study
lung health trends for
African-American, His
panic, American Indian/
Alaskan Native, Asian
American, Native Hawai
ian or other Pacific Is
lander and the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Trans
gender communities.’ To
view the entire report, visit
www.lungusa.org.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Wish
from front page
Clayton Powell, Jr., Dr.
John Hope Franklin or Dr.
Charles Drew. So, dear
reader, if your child cannot
tell you something about
these distinguished Afri
can-Americans mentioned
here, then something is
seriously wrong. And, the
next time you attend a
Parents-Teachers Associ
ation meeting, this is an
important topic that you
. can discuss with your
child’s teacher.
It’s no secret that many
of our children and young
adults are unaware of the
thousands upon thousands
of contributions AfricanAmericans have made to
these wonderful and pros
perous United States of
America. They have abso
lutely no idea of the out
standing and marvelous
gifts of knowledge given
by African-Americans to
our wonderful country.
From the very first time
Africans were brought to
this country, enslaved and
considered to be chattel, to
present day America have
African Americans provid
ed tremendous economic
and political strength to
America both physically
and intellectually. Let us
not allow any more time to
pass without our young
people knowing the truth
about African Americans
and the part they played in
making our United States
of America what it is today.
Beginning in our
, homes, here’s an interest
ing story you can either
read to your youngsters or
allow them to read it them
selves. In fact, I’m sure
you will enjoy the hard and
factual message that it
delivers. "Be Careful What
You Wish For" tells a
humorous and revealing
story about a group of non
blacks who were fed up
with black people. The
non-black group just
couldn’t take it anymore,
and were trying to find a
way to do away with
"those people". So, they
organized a special organi
zation of wishful thinkers.
At a special meeting one
evening, they decided to
form a Wish Circle by
holding hands, and wish
ing themselves away to a
New America. Immedi
ately, they all began to
float through a deep and
dark tunnel emerging into
a twilight zone. They real
ized that they had been
successful, when they dis
covered they were in
America without Black
people. At first, the group
of non-blacks breathe a
sigh of relief. At last, they
said, "No more crime, no
more drugs, no more vio
lence and welfare. All of
the blacks' have gone!"
Then suddenly, reality set
in. This so-called New
America was not America
at all. It was only a barren
land, because:..there were
only a few farm crops that
had flourished because
America was built on a
alave-supported farm sys
tem.
Looking out over the
cities, they saw no tall sky
scrapers because Alex
ander Miles, a black man
had invented a shaft enclo
sure above and below the
elevator preventing it from

moving while loading and
unloading passengers on
the floors. Thus, a person
would find great difficulty
in climbing hundreds of
stairs to higher floors. Out
on the streets, there were
hardly any cars because
Richard Spikes, a black
man, invented the automat
ic gearshift allowing the
operator of a car to change
gears without having to do
it himself. Also, Garrett A.
Morgan, another black
man invented the traffic
light to help the flow of
traffic when two or more
streets crossed each other called an intersection. Fur
thermore, one couldn’t use
the Rapid Transit System
because of safety reasons
affecting its procurer, the
electric trolley. To increase
the safety of the trolley car,
Elbert R. Robinson, a
black man, improved its
construction to help pre
vent the car from jumping
from the wire above when
the car rounded a curve or
when the car was going
down an incline in the
road.
Even if there were
streets on which cars and a
Rapid Transit System
could operate, they would
have been cluttered with
trash because a black man,
Charles B. Brooks, invent
ed an improvement on the
street sweeper making
street cleaning simple and
easy. Brushes were made
that would rotate to brush
the street clean and at the
same time, push the dirt
into the receptacles in a
single motion.
When the non-blacks
returned to their homes,
they found that their front
lawns were brown and
wilted because J. H. Smith
had invented the lawn
sprinkler providing a
means of conveniently
watering lawns and gar
dens. Smith was a black
man. In addition, while
cutting grass is great exer
cise, it is also a hard job
and for safety reasons,
should only be done with
the proper equipment. John
Albert Burr invented a de
vice for the lawn mower
that helped to prevent the
grass from clogging up the
gears. Yes, Burr was a
black man, also. Going
into their homes, the non
blacks found them to be
poorly ventilated. You see,
another
black
man,
Frederick M. Jones invent
ed a device that allowed
the air conditioner to be
more effective. He invent
ed a unit cat could be posi
tioned in a special casing at
the top of a wall in a room
or a truck, cooling the
space from the top down
because hot air rises to the
top.
The non-blacks’ homes
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were also quite dim be
cause Joseph V. Nichols
and Lewis H. Latimer, both
black men simplified the
construction of the electric
lamp, which made it more
durable, and effective. It
also made the electric lamp
less expensive for people
to buy. These two men in
vented what is known to
day as the light bulb. An
other great black inventor
was Granville T. Woods
who invented the automat
ic cut-off switch. This was
an early invention for the
light switch, as we know it
today. Their homes were
also filthy because Thomas
W. Stewart, • a black man
invented the mop. His in
vention eliminated the
need for people to scrub
floors with brushes and
rags while on their knees.
Let’s not forget Lloyd P.
Ray who invented the dust
pan that hasn’t changed
much since its beginning.
It is still used to pick up the
dust and dirt after sweep
ing.
Finally, when the chil
dren of the non-blacks met
them at the door they were
barefooted, shabby and un
kempt. But, what else
could you expect? Jan E.
Matzelinger invented the
shoe lasting machine, Wal
ter Sammons invented the
comb, Sarah Boone invent
ed the ironing board, and
George T. Sampson invent
ed the clothes dryer. They
were all, you guessed
it...black. Finally, the non
blacks were resigned to at
least have dinner amidst all
of this turmoil. But here
again, the food had spoiled
because another black
man, John Stanard im
proved on the original ice
box by putting cold-air
ducts or holes in special
areas to help the air circu
late within the icebox in
order to keep foods fresher.
He also provided a special
place to keep the drinking
water separate from the
food to help keep it cool
and not pick up the smells
and flavors of the foods
inside.
Now, isn’t that some
thing? What would this
country be like without the
contributions of blacks, as
African Americans? A
quote by the late Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
"By the time we leave for
work, Americans have
depended on the inventions
from the minds of blacks."
Our youth should know
that Black History includes
more than just Rev. M. L.
King, Jr. and Malcolm X, it
includes thousands upon
thousands of other African
Americans. In fact, our
youth should know more
Black History.. .period!

A Special Message For African Americans:
You’re At High Risk For High Blood Pressure
ST. PETERSBURG If you are African Amer
ican, there is a good chance
that you, a relative or a
friend has high blood pres
sure (hypertension). It af
fects more than 40 percent
of African Americans.
High blood pressure
develops earlier in life in
blacks than in whites and is
usually more severe. The
longer it’s left untreated,
the more serious its com
plications can become.
High blood pressure is also
a major risk factor for heart
attack, stroke, heart failure
and kidney failure. Be
cause high blood pressure
is so serious, early detec
tion and treatment are very
important.
The American Heart
Association, in partnership
with the St. Petersburg
Chapter of National Black
Nurses Association Inc.,
presented "Check for Life,"
a training course to teach
members of the Search
Your Heart program about
high blood pressure and the
importance of having regu
lar blood pressure screen
ings. Search Your Heart is
the American Heart Asso
ciation’s faith- and commu
nity-based heart disease
and stroke prevention pro
gram encouraging partici
pants to live healthier lives.

Sandra Grosvenor of Mt Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church has
her blood pressure checked by Marjorie Brown, Mt. Zion AME, and student
nurse, Cathie Little, Pinellas Technical Education Center.
Seventeen
participants
from eight churches and
two community centers
completed the workshop
and received blood pres
sure equipment to use with
their members to control

ST. PETERSBURG The hopes of the St. Peters
burg College men’s basket
ball team for success at the
state tournament were
dashed in the first round,
with a 78-73 loss to
Okaloosa-Walton Com
munity College.
SPC’s Titans led by 10
points with five minutes
left, but the Suncoast Con
ference champions were
unable to overcome a late
rally by OWCC, the Pan
handle Conference runnerup. Mistakes on the floor
and questionable calls by
the officials also con-

tributed to the Titans’
defeat in Marianna.
Coach Earnest Crumbley’s team finished 14-16
on the year, 8-4 in confer
ence. OWCC lost in the
semi-finals to Daytona
Beach CC, which lost the
title game to Panhandle
champ Chipola College,
the host school. The
Chipola women’s team
also won in the finals, so
both squads are headed for
the national tournament
later this month in Hut
chinson, Kan.
The SPC women’s
team did not qualify for

Center;
• Irene Appling, Fannie
Harden, Concord Baptist
Church;
• Mamie Hall, Ronnell
Montgomery, James B.
Sanderlin Family Service

state this year.
Meanwhile, the Titans’
diamond squads continued
to build on their impressive
season records.
The women’s softball
team won four in a row last
week in doubleheaders
against Owens CC of Ohio
and Suncoast Conference
opponent Polk CC, raising
its record to 26-10 and 4-4.
Following a Tuesday
evening twinbill agaipst
Pasco-Hernando CC, the
Titans faced more than two
weeks of away games.

Their next home encounter
is Tuesday, April 5 - a con
ference
doubleheader
against Polk CC starting at
5 p.m. in Clearwater’s
Eddie Moore Complex on
Drew Street near McMullen-Booth Road.
In baseball, the men
had a rain-out, then a loss
to Pasco-Hernando, but
came back with a win
against Polk to raise their
record to 23-5-1 and 2-2.
In the latest state poll
they were ranked No. 1.
Four more conference

games this week gave them
a golden opportunity to rise
in the standings.
Their next home en
counters are Monday and
Wednesday, both at 7 p.m.
in Clearwater’s Carpenter
Complex off Old Coach
man Road north of Drew
Street. Monday is a confer
ence game against Mana
tee; Wednesday, Broward
CC comes to town for a
non-conference matchup.
All SPC home games
are free.

READ THE CHALLENGER BEFORE
IT HITS
THE NEWS STANDS.
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WWW.THEWEEKLYCHALLENGER.COM

FIRST QUARTERLY
ENCOURAGEMENT PROGRAM PRE-BID BRIEFING

Every day,
someone with a
mental health problem:

• pops The question

• Makes the qrade
Mental health problems affect almost
every family, in America. Yet most people
who have mental health problems
recover from them. So chances are,
someone who has - of has recovered from
- a mental health problem makes a
positive impact on our Ifves.
.MENTAL

HEALTH
its part of all our lives

C>U 1-800-789- 2647 (or « free brochure

www.allmentalheaUh.samhsa.gov
(TDD: 1-866-889-2647)
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CaaHr MmmI HaaMt Santa*
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Office of Supplier Diversity (OSD) registered small, minority
and women-owned businesses are invited to join the School
District of Hillsborough County and OSD at its First
Quarterly Pre-bid Briefing. The purpose of the briefing is to
provide access, every quarter, to Construction Management
(CM) firms and their project managers who either have proj
ects pending or are interested in future work with the
District. Each construction management firm and its project
manager will be stationed at a separate table, so qualified
small, minority, and women business owners can interact
with them. Business owners are encouraged to bring intro
ductory material, letters, or business cards to distribute. The
District is serious about connecting more eligible subcon
tractors and suppliers to its projects, but business owner
enthusiasm and presence is crucial to ensuring continued
success. We are excited about the launch of this quarterly
initiative and look forward to having you join us:

FRIDAY, MARCH
2:00 - 5:00

18, 2005

PM

about mental health or visit

A MIND IS A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE
__
8=

high blood pressure in the
community.
Those completing the
course included:
• Dr. A.J. Murphy, Delquand S. Turner, Campbell
Park Neighborhood Family

Center;
• Ernestine J. Rembert,
Marjorie Brown, Mt. Zion
AME Church;
• Betty Beeler, Sandra
Grosvenor, Mt. Zion Pro
gressive Missionary Bap
tist Church;
• Katrina Boozy, New
Hope Missionary Baptist
Church;
•
Myrtle
McTier,,
Victoria M. Gaskin, New
Philadelphia Community
Church;
• Barbara Stockton,
Pentecostal Temple Church
of God for Christ;
• Renee Holt, Travel
ers’ Rest Missionary Bap
tist Church;
• Sandra DaCosta and
Janice Herring, Word of
Life Fellowship Church;
Evelyn Gardner, RN, MS,
ARNP; Beverley William
son, RN, BS; and Janie
Johnson, RN, MS, presi
dent of St. Petersburg
Chapter of National Black
Nurses Association Inc.
instructed the four hour
course with assistance
from nursing students,
Cathie
Little,
Elaine
Maynor; Kelley Seymour,
and Heather Tohotch.
The course was held on
Saturday, March 12, at the
Johnnie Ruth Clark Health
Center.

SPC Out In One At State Basketball Tourney;
Diamond Teams Continue Winning Ways------

• Earns a promotion

We ate bom with hmitless potential. Help us make sure the! we al have
She chance to achieve. Please Yisituncf.org or call 1-800-332 8623
Give to the Uniter) Negro College Fund.

7

MIDDLETON HIGH SCHOOL

^tO* OA Ot»A*TMfMr Of

i-nT CHILDREN
»>', & FAMILIES

For questions or additional information, call (813) 635-1240.
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STATE NEWS
Senator Asked Lobbyists To Pay For South
Africa Trip---------------------------------- :--------------TALLAHASSEE, Ha.
(AP) - A South Florida
senator who asked lobby
ists to pay her way to South
Africa last month has
acknowledged the request
was a mistake and said she
expects to be punished.
Sen. Mandy Dawson, a
member of the Senate
Ethics and Elections Com
mittee, wrote to lobbyists
Jan. 3 and asked for their
help so she could go on the
trade trip with other law
makers. She acknowledged
it would be unethical for
her to receive the money
directly.
“I am asking if you
would consider helping to
sponsor my trip," wrote
Dawson, D-Fort Lauder
dale. “Due to ethics regula
tions, the check should be
made out to the FL Caucus
of Black State Legislators.
Unfortunately, since the
trip is scheduled for Jan.
27, time is of the essence,
and I hope I will hear from
you as soon as possible to
let me know if you can
assist me."
She concluded the let
ter by saying: “Thank you
in advance and, as always, I
look forward to working
with you in the future."
Florida's ethics laws
prohibit public officials
from soliciting gifts from
lobbyists. Penalties range
from a reprimand to re-

Sen. Mandy Dawson

moval from office. The
ethics laws require that a
“public office not be used
for private gain."
When asked about the
letter, she told The Miami
Herald, “If people think I
did something wrong, they
need to file an ethics
charge. I wish people
would pay more attention
to issues rather than an 'Ahha! Got you!' kind of thing.
... No one lobbyist could,
say: 'I paid for this for her.'
I'm not obliged to anyone."
But she also called the
St. Petersburg Times and
said, “I don't know how to

lie well. It's the stupidest
thing I probably ever did."
The letter, written on offi
cial Senate stationary,
raised between $10,000 to
$12,000 for the black cau
cus, Dawson said. _
Seven other Democra
tic members of the black
caucus were also on the
trip: Rep. Ed Jennings of
Gainesville, Sen. Frederica
Wilson of Miami, Sen.
Tony Hill of Jacksonville,
Rep. Joyce Cusack of
DeLand, Rep. Dorothy
Bendross-Mindingall of
Miami, Rep. Frank Peter
man of St. Petersburg and

Rep. Audrey Gibson of
Jacksonville.
Jennings, who heads
the caucus, had his trip was
paid for by the House of
Representatives and the
caucus. He said the caucus
paid for some of the other
trips, but he couldn't say
who or how many.
Senate President Tom
Lee has been a critic of the
influence lobbyists' money
has in the Capitol and is
seeking a law that would
require lobbyists to dis
close all money spent on
entertaining individual leg
islators.
The Senate can't begin
an investigation into one of
its own members until it
receives a written com
plaint. None had been filed
as of Friday morning.
Dawson underwent a
rehabilitation program two
years ago to avoid prosecu
tion on a charge she altered
a prescription for Lorcet10, a painkiller.
In 2002, she acknowl
edged that- she misrepre
sented her educational
background in an official
biography, claiming she
had a degree from Florida
A&M University. She had
dropped out of FAMU and
later received a bachelor's
degree in social work from
Barry University

Public Inquest In Shooting Death Of Teen
By Delray Beach Officer - ------------------------WEST
PALM
BEACH, Fla. (AP) - Palm
Beach County's state attor
ney has taken the unusual
step of calling for a public
inquest into the fatal shoot
ing of a 16-year-old boy by
a rookie police officer.
State Attorney Barry
Krischer requested the pub
lic inquiry last Thursday,
two weeks after Delray
Beach police officer Darren
Cogoni fired on Jerrod
Miller outside a school
dance. It will be Palm
Beach County's second in
quest in 20 years.
Cogoni, 23, was work-

ing an off-duty assignment
at a Delray Full Service
Center school dance on
Feb. 26 when the teenager
drove into the campus
parking lot.
When police asked to
see Miller's driver's license,
the teenager drove off
erratically, scattering stu
dents, witnesses said. He
was driving through a cov
ered walkway when Cogo
ni fired his weapon, hitting
Miller in the back of the
head. Records showed Mil
ler did not have a license.
Cogoni had been as
signed to solo patrol for

less than a month. He was
hired in March 2004, but
was in training until Feb. 3.
Attorneys for Miller's
family and community ac
tivists have said the teenag
er posed no threat and have
called the shooting inex
cusable.
“The community has
been asking for a thorough
investigation into the death
of Jerrod Miller, so we're
very happy," said Romaine
Martin, the NAACP's
South Palm Beach Branch
President.
At the inquest, a judge
will rule whether there is

probable cause to believe
Miller's death was the
result of a criminal act or
criminal negligence. No
date has been set for the
hearing.
The county's last in
quest was in July 2003. The
inquiry looked into the
hanging death of Belle
Glade resident Feraris Gol
den, who some residents
suspected was lynched. A
judge ruled that a de
pressed Golden took his
own life.

Relatives Haven’t Heard From Atlanta
Courthouse Suspect------ —--------- —
PLANTATION, Fla.
(AP) - The brother and sis
ter-in-law of a suspect in a
courthouse triple slaying in
Atlanta said he didn't have
a history of violence, two
newspapers reported Satur
day.
Brian Nichols, 33, was
suspected of killing a judge
and two other people at a
courthouse when he was
being brought to his rape
trial Friday. Nichols sur
rendered without a struggle
Saturday north of Atlanta
after a hostage situation,
police said.
“We're trying to under
stand this whole thing.

Why did this happen? His
character is completely
opposite to what is going
on," said Felisza Nichols,
the wife of Nichols' broth
er, Mark. The couple live in
the Fort Lauderdale suburb
of Plantation.
“Right now is not a
good time for me. This is
very hard," Mark Nichols
told The Miami Herald on
March 11.
“He didn't come from a
broken home. He's not a
person who hung out in the
streets and was always in
jail. He came up living a
good life. He didn't want
for anything," Felisza

Nichols told the South
Florida Sun-Sentinel.
Brian Nichols' mother,
Clathera, is a retired IRS
worker, and his father,
Gene, was an entrepreneur,
their daughter-in-law said.
They raised their sons in
Maryland.,
The couple are in Afri
ca, where Clathera Nichols
is working for a revenue
department, Felisza Nich
ols said. They had planned
to return home next week.
Brian Nichols, a for
mer computer technician,
was facing a retrial on
charges of rape, sodomy,
burglary, and false impris-

onment, among others,
after his earlier trial was
declared a mistrial last
Monday when jurors voted
8-4 for acquittal. He faces a
life sentence if convicted of
rape.
“It's a sad situation that
those poor people are gone,
and he's done that to him
self to make the situation
even worse than what he
was going to court for,"
Felisza Nichols said.
The couple didn't re
turn a phone message left
Saturday by The Associat
ed Press.

Please email all ads to:
smfaith @ tampabay.rr.com

Mayor, Judge Charged With Paying For
Collection Of Absentee Ballots; Mayor
Suspended--------------------------------Thomas' attorney said
the indictment doesn't
guarantee Thomas will
prosecuted. “My client
never had any intent to
commit any crime," Dean
Mosley said.
The four were charged
with violating a .state law
enacted after Miami's 1998
mayoral election was
thrown out because of
fraud committed in the col
lection of absentee ballots.
Dyer voted for the law as a
state senator.
All but Thomas were
charged with providing pe
cuniary gain for absentee
ballot possession or collec
tion; Thomas was charged
with accepting such gain.
Both charges are thirddegree felonies punishable
by up to five years in
prison.
Under Florida Jaw,
public officials charged
with a felony are usually
suspended by the governor
until their case is decided
and are removed if convict
ed.
Dyer, a former leader
of the state Senate's Demo
crats and that party's 2002
nominee for attorney gen
eral, was first elected
mayor in February 2003.
He won a special election
to fill the remainder of
Glenda Hood's term after
she was appointed Secre
tary of State.

In these booking photos released by the Orange County Sheriffs Office in
Orlando, Fla. Friday, March 11, Patti Sharp, Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer's cam
paign manager; Fzzie Thomas, Dyer’s campaign consultant and Circuit Court
Judge Alan Apte are shown. Apte, Sharp, Dyer and Thomas surrendered Friday
on a felony charge that they paid a campaign worker to collect absentee ballots.
AP Photo/Orange County Sheriff
by Mike Schneider
Associated Press Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)
- The mayor and a circuit
court judge surrendered
last Friday on a felony
charge that they paid a
campaign worker to collect
absentee ballots, and the
mayor was suspended from
his post.
A defense attorney de
nied charges against Mayor
Buddy Dyer, Circuit Court
Judge Alan Apte and two
others who also turned
themselves in on similar
indictments - Dyer cam
paign manager Patty Sharp
and Ezzie Thomas; a cam
paign consultant to Dyer
and Apte.
Apte has been “unas
signed" and his docket has
been turned over to another
judge, said Karen Levey, a
spokeswoman for the 9th
Judicial Circuit of Florida.
The Judicial Qualifications
Commission will probably
decide whether Apte stays
on the bench.
Dyer, a Democrat,
called the charge politically
motivated and said he
intends to fight it. He could
return to his $144,349-ayear job if he is successful.
City Councilman Ernest
Page will take the mayor's
place until there is a special
election
within
two
months.
The indictments were
issued a day earlier by a
grand jury looking at
whether Thomas illegally
collected absentee ballots
in predominantly black
neighborhoods for Dyer's
and Apte's campaigns a

THERE
IS ONLY
ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

year ago in this city of
186,000 residents.
Dyer has previously
said he was too busy with
his mayoral duties to pay
attention to the day-to-day
details of the campaign.
Dyer said the Federal
Department of Law En
forcement had switched the
focus of its investigation
from election fraud to vio
lations of an absentee bal
lot law that he said had
never been prosecuted
before.
“This investigation ap
parently was focused on
only my campaign and the
campaign of one judge,"
Dyer said.
“My campaign em
ployed a campaign consult
ant who allegedly violated
the law by encouraging
older African American
voters to participate in the

elective process and I'm
being held to account for
that," Dyer said.
The mayoral race, in
which Dyer avoided a run
off by only 234 votes, drew
accusations of fraud, and
the runner-up has gone to
court to try to have the
results thrown out.
Dyer has said he signed
checks and approved in
voices worth about $10,000
for Thomas during his reelection campaign. The
documents do not say what
Thomas was being paid to
do, and Dyer has said he
didn't know, either.
He, Apte and Sharp de
clined comment to re
porters as they left the
Orange County Jail after
booking, but Sharp's attor
ney, Bill Sheaffer, said the
defendants had committed
no crime.

IMPROVE
YOUR HOME

without painting yourself into a corner.
Our Equity AssetLine is the first step.
rime to spruce Slings up a bit? Use an Equity AssetLine from Regions Bank to make improvements
to your home. Use the money for anything from decorating to a major project or addition. Get a really

low interest rate with no closing costs.’ And you may even write off the interest on your taxes It’s the
easiest way to make improvements. Call 1-800-REGIONS or visit our Web site at www.regions.com
to learn more about our Equity AssetLine.
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NATIONAL NEWS

Tavis Smiley Returning To Public
Rad io----------------------------- -----------------

Court Shootings Suspect Appears At
Hearing--------------------------------------------------

Tavis Smiley, left, will return to radio next month. He plans to include regular commentators such as former
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Tavis Smiley has found a
new public radio home and
will begin hosting a week
end discussion show next
month.
Smiley, who left Na
tional Public Radio in De
cember after a contract dis
pute and recently an
nounced a deal with Public
Radio International to host
"The Tavis Smiley Show"
and produce other prdgrams. •
He will continue to
serve as host of his latenight PBS talk show "Tavis
Smiley" and is creating a
series of prime-time spe
cials for PBS. The first,
"American Ascension," is
set to air this- summer.
Smiley said he missed
the daily intellectual stimu-

congressman J.C. Watts on his new program.
lation of radio.
West and former congress
"I received as much as man J.C. Watts.
I gave," he told The Asso
In 2002, Smiley bciated Press. "Just moderat ecame the host of NPR's
ing these conversations first black-oriented show.
every day, asking questions He left when his contract
every day, I learned as ended, alleging NPR didn't
much as the audience did." make his show's renewal a
Smiley "deserves to be priority and failed to live
heard on public radio," up to promises to expandEleanor Harris, PRI mar marketing efforts.
keting and distribution
NPR maintained it was
chief, said in a statement. eager to keep Smiley on the
Smiley's show reflects air but financially unable to
PRI's effort to broaden "the meet his demand for what
range and reach of public it characterized as a hefty
radio," she Said.
marketing budget.
The show, debuting
Ed Gordon, like Smi
April 29 as two hours of ley an alumnus of Black
programming intended to Entertainment Television,
air in the Friday-to-Sunday was hired by NPR as host
window, will feature news of the daily "News & Notes
makers and regular com with Ed Gordon."
mentators
including
Radio stations can be
Princeton professor Cornel affiliated with both the PRI

and NPR networks, and
Smiley said he "fully ex
pects to be on the same
number of stations, if not
more," than the roughly 90
affiliates he reached with
NPR.
His schedule, including
TV and book obligations
and his nonprofit founda
tion, makes resumption of a
daily radio show difficult
now, he said.
Smiley wants to bring
other minorities on board
with programming pro
duced by his company and
distributed by PRI under
the new deal.
"I figure I'm not the
only person of color who
can do this successfully,"
he said of creating public
radio shows.

Brian Nichols, center, the suspect in a crime spree
that left a judge and three others dead, appears in
court at the Fulton County Jail in Atlanta, Tuesday,
March 15, Nichols was in shackles and was escorted
by deputies. The short hearing at the court facility in
the jail was before Cobb County Chief Magistrate
Judge Frank Cox.
AP Photo/Ric Feld

by Bill Poovev
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA - Sur
rounded by 19 officers in a
cinder-block jail room, the
suspect in a rampage that
left a judge and three others
dead appeared before a
magistrate Tuesday and
was informed that authori
ties plan to charge him with
murder.
Brian Nichols, - his
hands and ankles shackled,
appeared before Cobb
County Magistrate Judge
Frank Cox on the same
rape charge that he was on
trial for Friday when he
escaped from another
courthouse. Nichols spoke
only once at the hearing,
when Cox asked him if he
had any questions,
"Not at this time," he
said.
Officers fined the walls
of the room during Tues
day's hearing. Authorities
said Nichols had been
alone with a female deputy
Friday when he stole her
gun and then shot to death
the judge presiding over his
rape case and two others.
He also is accused of
killing a federal agent as he
eluded police.

Studies: Blacks, Females Less
Willing To Join Army------- --------WASHINGTON (AP)
-Young blacks have grown
markedly less willing to
join the Army, citing fear of
being sent to fight a war in
Iraq they don't believe in,
according to unpublicized
studies for the military that
suggest the Army is enter
ing a prolonged recruiting
slump.
Fear of combat also is a
leading reason fewer young
women are choosing the
Army, the studies say. Al
though female soldiers are
barred by law from assign
ments in direct combgt,
they nonetheless have
found themselves under
attack by insurgents in Iraq,
and 32 have died.
"More African Ameri
cans identify having to
fight for a cause they don't
support as a barrier to mili
tary service," concluded an
August 2004 study for the
Army. It also said attitudes
toward the Army among all
groups of American youth
have grown more negative
in recent years. ■
"In the past, barriers
were about inconvenience
or preference for another
life choice," the study said.
"Now
they
have
switched to something
quite different: fear of
death or injury."
Statistically, the fear
factor is about twice as
strong among potential
recruits as a whole as it was
in 2000, the study said.
That and other studies, all
of which are posted on an
obscure Defense Depart
ment Web site, cited the
Iraq war as a major turnoff

for many.
The Army has suffered
more of the 1,500-plus
U.S. deaths in Iraq than any
other service, and thou
sands have been wounded.
Some soldiers will serve

their second tour in Iraq
this year. While Army lead
ers say soldiers have shown
a strong interest in re
enlisting, the strains of war
seem to have become a bar
rier to first-time enlistees.
The Army's recruiting
challenge is critically im
portant not only to the
long-term commitment in
Iraq but also to the Army's
goal of expanding by
30,000 soldiers. Through
the first five months of the
budget year that began last
Oct. 1, the active Army is
about 6 percent behind
schedule to meet its 2005
recruiting goal.
Explaining the overall
drop-off, Army officials
cite an improving national
economy that offers more
career opportunities as well
as concern about the war in
Iraq.
Blacks make up about
23 percent of today's
active-duty Army, but the
share of blacks in the
recruit classes of recent
years dropped. From 22.7
percent at the time of the
September 11,2001, terror
ist attacks, the share slid to
19.9 percent in 2002, 16.4
percent in 2003 and 15.9
percent last year, according
to figures provided by
Army Recruiting Com
mand spokesman Douglas
Smith.
The slide has dropped
to 13.9 percent as of Feb. 9.
A July 2004 study of
parents' influence on young
people of recruiting age
found that black parents
have more say in their chil
dren's career decisions than
is the case with white par
ents. Also, black parents
trust the military less and
have more moral objec
tions to military service.
The Army isn't the only
service having trouble find-

ing recruits. The Marine
Corps fell slightly short of
its recruiting goal in Jan
uary - the first month that
had happened in nearly a
decade - amid parents' con
cerns about the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan. However,
the Marines remain on tar
get to meet their full-year
goal.
The Navy and Air
Force have had no prob
lems meeting their goals.
A separate study, done
shortly after President
Bush declared major com
bat operations in Iraq had
ended, concluded, "Com
bat is the No. 1 reason
why" blacks don't want to
join the Army. ’
Smith, the Army Re
cruiting Command spokes
man, said Monday that the
reduced level of black re
cruits is closer to the per
centage of young blacks in
the eligible population.
"Our strategy of being rep
resentative of America is
working," he said.
As recently as 2001,
before the global war on
terrorism, young people
tended to think of military
service as less risky. The
1991 Persian Gulf War had
ended after 100 hours of

*3

ground combat with rela
tively few deaths, and no
American soldier died in
the 1999 air war over
Kosovo.
Females also are get
ting harder to recruit, with
the share of females in
Army recruiting classes
falling for four years run
ning, from 21.6 percent in
2001 to 19.2 percent last
year. It has slipped further
this year to 17.1 percent.
"Over time, females
are seeing less benefits to
joining the Army and more
barriers, particularly com
bat-related reasons," con
cluded another study done
for the Army last spring by
the market research firm
Millward Brown.
Another study cited a
survey that said 50 percent
of youth rate the Army as
their last choice for a
career.
"There is a lot of work
to be done, and it will take
a lot of time to make major
changes in the Army expe
rience and the Army's
image," that study conclud
ed. "Risks of military serv
ice, and particularly the
Army, are perceived to far
outweigh the rewards for
the vast majority of youth."
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Cox was brought in to
hear the case after all the
judges in Fulton County
recused themselves be
cause of their relationships
with
Judge
Rowland
Barnes and the other vic
tims.
Assistant District At
torney Michele McCut
cheon informed Cox that
the state will pursue four
charges of murder against
him. Nichols was held
without bond and no future
court hearings were set.
Defense attorney Chris
Adams told reporters after
the hearing "this is a time
of grief and mourning" for
the courthouse community.
Officials declared a mistrial
in Nichols' second rape
trial last Monday. His first
trial was a mistrial as well.
The prosecutors in
those trials said Nichols
lashed out because he be
lieved the jury was going to
convict him in the second.
If convicted, he faces a sen
tence of up to life in prison.
After being the focus of a
26-hour manhunt, the larg
est in Georgia history,
Nichols was arrested Satur
day morning at an apart
ment complex where he

Nichols’ victims included sheriff’s deputy Cynthia
Hall (not shown), and (top, 1-r) Judge Rowland
Barnes, court reporter Julie Brandau, and (bottom,
1-r) Deputy Sheriff Hoyt Teasley and off-duty federal
agent David Wilhelm.
had taken a woman hos- from the courthouse, investage, then let her go free tigators focused on finding
after several hours.
the car they believed he
Some residents are was in. Thirteen hours
questioning how local law later, the car was found in
enforcement let an armed the same parking garage
inmate elude their grasp for where it was carjacked
so long.
minutes after the shootings.
Security cameras had
MARTA spokeswoman
been rolling Friday morn Jocelyn Baker said investi
ing as Nichols - a former gators are still reviewing
college linebacker who had surveillance videos for evi
been found in court earlier dence that Nichols was on
in the week with two a commuter train.
homemade knives in his The first indication that
shoes - overpowered depu Nichols had taken the train
ty Cynthia Hall as the 5- came 13 hours after the
foot-tall officer escorted shootings.
him to his rape trial. No
Officers received a re
one was monitoring the port of a couple assaulted
cameras.
near the train station at
Authorities said Nich Lenox Square in north
ols escaped the courthouse Atlanta by a man matching
in a Metropolitan Atlanta Nichols' description. The
Rapid Transit Authority man had brandished a gun
train. They said he took the and demanded money or a
train north to a pricey vehicle before striking one
neighborhood where he of them in the head with
allegedly gunned down a the gun and fleeing.
federal agent.
The attack was about
"I don't understand half a half block from the
why they didn't have the home of Wilhelm, whose
MARTA staked out," said body was found early
Maryanne Fry, a neighbor Saturday. His blue pickup
of slain immigration agent truck, pistol and badge had
David Wilhelm. "I really been taken.
wish they had."
As Nichols vanished

FOR OVER 21 YEARS
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
UN Tribunal Jails Former Rwandan
Official For Crimes Against Humanity

Haiti’s Jailed Former Prime Minister Hospitalized,
Ends Hunger

Former Prime Minister Yvon Neptune talks during
an interview in Port-au-Prince in this April 5,1997
file photo. Neptune ended his strike after 19 days his condition deteriorated since starting a hunger the
protest against his prolonged detention.
AP Photo/Bebeto Matthews
is responding well to treat
by Stevenson Jacobs
ment, including hydration
Associated Press Writer
PORT-AU-PRINCE, and vitamins, Bedjan said.
Neptune, who had been
Haiti (AP) - Haiti's jailed
former prime minister has jailed at the National
been hospitalized and treat Penitentiary in Port-aued for dehydration after Prince for eight months, is
fasting for almost three one of dozens of former
weeks to protest his incar officials jailed without
ceration, U.N. officials said charge since ousted Presi
dent Jean-Bertrand Aristide
last Friday.
Yvon Neptune ended fled Haiti amid an uprising
his 19-day hunger strike last year.
The U.S.-backed inter
after being transferred to a
U.N.-run hospital in the im government accuses
capital of Port-au-Prince on Neptune of orchestrating
Thursday night, said U.N. the killing of Aristide op
mission spokesman Da ponents in the western
town of St. Marc during the
mian Onses-Cardona.
U.N. doctor Carlos rebellion, allegations he
Bedjan said Neptune, 58, denies. His transfer to the
comes
amid
ate fruit and cheese and hospital
international
was in stable condition. mounting
The former prime minister pressure for his release.
Former Interior Minis
lost about 10 kilograms (22
pounds) during the fast but ter Jocelerme Privert had

California Democratic U.S. Rep. Maxine Waters
leaves the national penitentiary after she visited
Neptune and former Interior Minister Jocelerme
Privert in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Monday, March 7.
AP Photo/Arinna Cubillos

started a hunger strike with
Neptune, but Onses-Cardona said he had no infor
mation on his condition.
Privert is also jailed with
out charge and denies
involvement in the St. Marc
killings.
Neptune, who last
week refused a government
request to go the hospital
after suffering bouts of
weakness, agreed to go
Thursday after speaking
with interim officials and
his family, Onses-Cardona
said.
“This decision was
taken because of Yvon
Neptune's
deteriorating
general health," OnsesCardona said. “He agreed
to come."
U.N. officials didn't
allow journalists to see
Neptune, who is being-

guarded by two unarmed
Haitian police officers and
a U.N. civilian police offi
cer.
He and Privert began
refusing meals after volun
tarily returning to prison
following a Feb. 19 armed
attack that freed almost 500

inmates. Officials say the
two didn't try to escape.
They were led away by
guards and later agreed to
return to prison under U.N.
custody.
The U.N. Security
Council urged the interim
government Wednesday to
speed up the cases of pris
oners held without charge
and "ensure due process
for all citizens."
Four U.S. senators Sen. Christopher Dodd of
Connecticut, Tom Harkin
of Iowa and Vermont Senators James Jeffords and
Patrick Leahy - urged inter
im Prime Minister Gerard
Latortue in a letter last
Wednesday to release or
charge Neptune.
U.S. Rep. Maxine
Waters of California visited
Neptune the week before,
calling on Latortue to
release him and “all politi
cal prisoners."

■■■■
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ARUSHA, Tanzania
(AP) - A UN tribunal sen
tenced a former local gov
ernment official in western
Rwanda to six years in
prison Monday, three
months after he pleaded
guilty
to
committing
crimes against humanity
and apologized for his role
in his country's 1994 geno
cide.
Vincent Rutaganira,
60, who was a councilor in
the western Rwandan
province of Kibuye, was
charged in March 2002
with 19 counts of genocide,
crimes against humanity
and violations of the Ge
neva Conventions for par
ticipating in and directing
police and extremist Hutu
militias to kill thousands of
Tutsis who had sought
refuge in a church in
Kibuye.
But last year, prosecu
tors at the International
Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda agreed to reduce
the charges to one count of
crimes against humanity by
extermination in exchange
of a guilty plea. Rutaganira
was only the fourth person
to plead guilty before the
tribunal.
On Monday, Rutaga
nira was formally convict
ed and sentenced to six
years in prison for his role
in the 1994 slaughter or
chestrated by a regime of
extremists from Rwanda's
Hutu majority. More than
500,000 people, most of
them minority Tutsis, were
killed in the genocide.
Rutaganira will be
credited with time served
since his March 2002 arrest
in a refugee camp in north
western Tanzania.

Vincent Rutaganira who is accused of genocide, sits
in the U.N tribunalin Arusha, Tanzania moments
before Rutaganira was sentenced to six years in jail
for his role during the 1994 genocide in Rwanda.A
U.N. tribunal on Monday convicted the former
Rwandan official, three months after he pleaded
guilty to committing crimes against humanity in the
1994 genocide of at least half a million minority
Ditsis and politically moderate Hutus in the country.
AP Photo/Sukhdev Chhatbar

During the trial, Rutaganira admitted that he did
not try to protect Tutsi who
sought refuge in his com
mune, as localities are
known in Rwanda, during
the genocide.
He expressed remorse
for the killings, adding that
he wanted to promote rec
onciliation in Rwanda, a
key aim of officials in the
tiny central African coun
try.
His admission of guilt
and show of remorse "sig
nals reconciliation between
the perpetrators and vic
tims," Aloys Mutabingwa,

Rwanda's representative at
the tribunal in neighboring
Tanzania, said Monday.
"Rutaganira expressed re
morse at the killings ... he
is courageous."
The International Cri
minal Tribunal for Rwanda
has made 24 judgments,
convicting 21 people and
acquitting three, since it
was set up in November
2004.
There are currently 25
people on trial at the tribu
nal and 18 others awaiting
trial.

OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

DUDLEY, ETHEL M„
70, died March 6, 2005.
Survivors include one
daughter, Bertha (Rudolph)
Brown; two sons, Robert
Dudley
and
George

Dudley; two sisters, Lillie.
Wilson
and
Connie
Mayfield; 15 grandchil
dren, including Remond
Brown, Sharon Brown,
Shaunta Brown, Shaineka
Brown
and Shauntell
Brown; a special nephew,
Christopher Wilson; and
several nieces, nephews,
other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.
DENNIS, AARON, 54,
died February 21, 2005.
Survivors include his moth
er, Isella Dennis; eight
daughters, Mattie, Arika,
Patrice, Erin and Brianna
Dennis, Pamela Wright,
Tiffany Cummings and

Angela Harris; five sisters,
Rose Jones, Hazel Dennis,
Jerry Hicks, Allene Sultane
and Mary Hill; seven
grandchildren; and several
nieces,
nephews
and
cousins. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

include mother, Doretha
Howard; his father and
stepmother, Willie C. and
Ruby Swanson; one broth
er, Darryl A. Swanson; two
sisters,
Clydester
N.
Swanson and Jacqui L.
Swanson; his companion,
Minnie Durant and son,
Corey Newton; four uncles,
Bennie (Carolyn) Swanson,
Nathan (Veronica) Minton,
Henry (Cora) Minton and
Robert (Margaret) Minton;
and
several
nieces,
nephews, other relatives
and friends. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

SWANSON,
DWAYNE A., 38, died
March 5, 2005. Survivors

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

CATHOLIC
1 CEMETERY
Buriat Spaces

$890
Pre-Need Interest-free
program
available

11801 - U.S.' 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727-572-4355

Serenity Memorial
Funeral Home, Inc.
“One Funeral Home
in Two Locations

Elder L.

Serenity South
3301 - 5th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: (727) 322-1670
Fax: (727) 322-1680

Lavelle

Thomas,
Sr.

Founder/

Executive

Director

Pastor
Daniel B.
Savage III

Serenity North
823 N.E. 5th St. (Hwy. 44)
P.O. Box 1334-34423
Crystal River, FL
Phone: (352) 564-1408
Fax: (352) 564-1401

Available

“The Community’s Lighthouse

24 Hours

in the Time of Distress”

The Kingly Law According
to the Scriptures
“For the Word of God is alive and exerts power, and is sharper than
any two-edged sword, and pierces even to the dividing of soul and
spirit, and of joints and their marrow, and is able to discern thoughts
and intentions of the heart?’
— Hebrew 4:12

”It’s all taken care of”

Now Open in St. Pete

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

J- CALVARY

Executive

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings — What a peace of
mind.

Vice

President

■Toll Free
North
1-866-890-1400
South
1-866-309-8297

Are You a Veteran? Then, This is For You! J
We are offering

FREE CASKETS
for Veterans, their Spouses and
Immediate Family Members

J

This is not an offer ofthe Veterans Administration.
This offer is good at Serenity Memorial Funeral Home, Inc.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
"He arose, He arose,

HE arose from the dead."

Greetings in the name

of our Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ. Pastor Clar

ence A. Williams and the
Mt. Zion Church family

cordially invite you to at
tend worship services with

us at 919 - 20th St. S. We
also invite you to all our

services in the upcoming
week. Let us be mindful
during this season of Lent

of the ultimate sacrifice
made for mankind - which

together.
Our
contemporary
worship service is at 11
a.m. Join us as we lift high

• Mark your calen

dars for "Easter Sunrise

the name of Jesus in song.

Service • Sunday, March

The Male Chorus will pro

27 - 6:30 a.m. at Spa

vide

ministry

song

in

Beach.

throughout the day. Pastor

Join us in worship as

Williams will minister the

we celebrate our risen Sa

Word of God at both ser

vior awaiting daybreak

vices. Come, be blessed!

over the water. Our Eas

Other ministries in
clude:

ter program will com

'• Monday
Study, 6 p.m.

-

Bible

was Jesus’ journey to the

• Wednesday - Early
morning prayer, 6:30 a.m.;

cross. Join us as we prepare

Vintage Bible Study,- 11

for that great Easter morn

a.m.; Hour of Prayer, 6

ing.

Aide Worship Service, 7
p.m.

p.m.; Hour of Power, 7

mence at 9:30 a.m. fol
lowed by our contempo

rary worship at 11 a.m. at
the church. Let us come

together and give glory to
God for the great things
He has done!

Looking for a church

Our early morning ser

p.m. If you’re in need of a

home? We extend an invi

vice begins at 7:30 a.m.

mid-week lift, join us for a

tation to you to join us. We

with praise and thanksgiv
ing filling the sanctuary as

power-packed hour. Your

as a church share the love

heart will be encouraged

we prepare our hearts and

and your spirit revived.

of God, and the Holy Spirit
reigns. We’d love to have

minds for worship.

Upcoming events:

Our Church School

commences at 9:30 a.m.

• March 25 - Good
Friday Service, 7 p.m.

you!
Thought for the week:

We encourage you to join

• March 27 - Easter

"God is so faithful, How
about you?"

us as we collectively learn

Sunrise Service, 6:30 a.m.

Be blessed, and have a

more of the Word of God

• March 30 - Pastor’s

Metropolitan

Baptist Church extends an

tively.
Bethel

Metropolitan

invitation to join us in the

has been invited to fellow

celebration, cultivation and

ship with Mt. Sinai Mis

communication

open for both 8 and 11 a.m.

sionary Baptist Church,
Orlando, Dr. Larry G.
Mills, pastor. Mt. Sinai will
be celebrating their 58th
Church Anniversary on

services on Sunday, Sun

Sunday, March 20, and

His

of

Word. The doors of God’s
house in the city swinging
on welcome hinges are

All Children’s Hospital and

Young Adults Technology

The New Philadelphia
Church family spiritually

at 7 p.m., a service of

Did you know that Mt.

“Hope, Help, and Healing”

Education

Zion has begun a radio
ministry? You can now get

Literacy Program, ages 16-

prepares for fifth Sunday of

will

24, meets Monday- Thurs

a message from Pastor
Louis M. Murphy, Sr.

day.

Lenten season and coming

Philadelphia.

St.

and

Passion Week of Christ.

Patrick’s Day observance

to provide information to

instructor-led GED train

Women will continue to

will be hosted by Atty.

help prevent heart disease

...We're on the air!!! Tune
into AM Station WRXB

ing. For further informa

lead praise and worship

Darryl E. Rouson,. Minis

and stroke in the family.

tion, please contact George

service in observance of

ter

of

The American Heart Asso

every Saturday morning

B. Smith, (727) 894-4311,
ext. 302.

Women’s History Month.

Friendship

Missionary

Wyvonnia McGee will

Baptist Church will pre

ciation, in partnership with
the St. Petersburg’Chapter

Connections To Ca
reers!!! After school pro
gram, Job Internships, Job

serve as worship leader for
Palm Sunday mid-morning

side. Music will be provid
ed

service. Lionettae McGee

Ministries, Inc. This cele

soring this event. This con

Shadowing, Job Readiness,

will be messenger for the

ference is free and will be

morning.

are

been a success, but we still

Cash Incentives, FCAT
Assistance, ages 16-18.

bration is open to the pub
lic.

reminded to be prompt in

The Women’s Ministry

held from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. For more information,

need volunteers to help
make a difference in the

Call Dea. Ellis, (727) 8944311, ext. 304.

worship attendance and

of New Philadelphia will

contact Myrtle McTier or

Wisdom School at 10 a.m.

participate in the “Heart of
a Woman Conference” at

Victoria Gaskin.

from 7:30-8 a.m.
We are happy to an

nounce that our Reading
Enhancement and Math

Improvement program is in
the second session. It has

life of a child. The program

Get

on-line

C.A.R.E.

Choosing

addicts,

drug

823-4085, ext. 808.

counselors and profession

Pastor John A. Evans

of God's angels eyes are on

Sunrise Service at 6 a.m.

Mt. Zion Human Ser

als. Meetings are every

Sr., first family and Friend

us and our tasks and duties

and morning worship will

vices, Inc. provides after

Tuesday night, 1900 - 20th

ship Missionary Baptist

to serve the MASTER!!!!

be at 10:45 a.m. on March

school training and tutoring

St. S. For more informa

Church prayerfully invite

We need drivers for trans

27. Music ministry will be

services for youth ages 14-

tion, contact Min. Keith

you to worship services

portation, people to answer

provided by Voices Fellow

18 through the Youth Op

Murphy, (727) 321-3440.

treatment

with us at 3300 - 31st St. S.

the phones that week, ush

ship and the Male Chorus

We also invite you to ah

ers to serve in the services

only. Please see the church

gram offers an opportunity

Missionary Baptist Church

other church-related func

as well as we need people

website for attire for that

to improve your grades, on

is located at 955 - 20th St.
S., St. Petersburg. The Rev.

tions during the week.

to help in the parking lot

day. We are serving com

line practice for the FCAT,

First worship service

for various day and evening

munion at the sunrise ser

ACT/SAT prep, earn your

Louis M. Murphy, Sr. is

courages the youth of the

begins at 7:45 a.m. with the

shifts. There are people

vice only!!!!! There will be

high school Diploma, earn

pastor. For more informa

community to join them
each Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Deacons ministry in devo

needed to show hospitality

no Sunday School class

your GED and earn an op

tion, please call (727) 894-

tion along with the Fellow

to our guests that are com

that Sunday. This Sunday

portunity to be selected to

4311 or fax (727) 822-

ship Choir singing and the

ing. Show your real Jesus

two lessons will be taught

win a free computer. The

1591.

Fellowship Ushers serving.

side this week!!!!! Please

in one due to the Easter

There will be guest preach

come out and serve the

program being presented

ers for this Sunday service
at the 7:45 a.m. and 10:45

on Easter Sunday morn

a.m. service. Praise God

Lord! This is an effort to
help God's people connect
in unity and become the

serve the Lord with glad
ness!!!!

for Teen Summit, The age
for this youth oriented min

istry is five to 18 years.
Bethel Metropolitan is
committed to a balanced
ministry which results in a
kaleidoscope of ministries

St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church-------The St. Mark Mission

giving builds and uplifts

and the entire family of St.

as reach out and assist

Mark extends to the com

members of the communi

munity at large its wishes

ty. God blesses you with

On April 9, at 7 p.m., the Hospice of the Florida Suncoast is host

that God’s richest blessings

known money (wages) and

ing the 3rd Annual Jabula! Rejoice! at Shiloh Missionary Baptist

will be bestowed upon

unknown money (unex

Church, 13255 118th Way, Largo. This celebration of gospel music

them. St. Mark is grounded

pected blessings).

raises awareness of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in South Africa and

in a Christ-centered doc

Upcoming events:

acknowledges the efforts our sister hospice in Soweto, South

trine that has as its central

March 18, 7:30 p.m. -

for all ages, interest and
spiritual need.

Our Youth Ministry en-

Kingdom

of God.

mission a belief that we are

Church

a haven of hope, help and

Brown and the St. Mark

healing for a world hunger

Church family will join

ing for the enlightened

Pastor Clyde Williams and

please contact Bonnie Tilbe, Community Outreach Coordinator,

Word of God. We invite

the Greater St. Paul M.B.

The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast, at (727) 588-2735 or email to

you to fellowship with us.

Church family in fellow

Jabula means rejoice in Swahili, which describes this

uplifting event. Admission is free. Love offerings will be accepted

gratefully on behalf of our sister hospice. For more information,

info @ thehospice.org.

Sermon Highlights -

March 13, Text: I Corin
thians 16:2.

Worship Will) Your
faipily Ttyis Week,
Because the Banjily Yljat
Brays Together Stays
Together!

Please stop by...
We have clothes,
a washer & dryer,
and furniture

2901 Fifth Ave. S.,
St. Petersburg

43^*

l’Foir more info, please contact:
! Sister Robertson at 421-3164
!
or Elder Roger at
I

1-423-314-1920

L--------- -------------------- ---I

sary celebration.
March 21-25 - Pro

ues the soul-stirring series,

Educational Baptist State

“Can God Trust You (the

Convention of Florida, Inc.

Believer)?”

will be held in Tampa.

Today’s message began
with the question, “Can
God trust you with His

treasures?”

More

events

for

March:
March 27 - Resurrec

tion Sunday, Easter Sunrise

Main points for be

Service at Williams Park in

lievers to continually re

Downtown St. Petersburg,

view and examine in their

6:30 a.m. Children and

personal hves.

Youth Easter Presentation,

Your Giving should

always be:

to give to God first.

Everv
Dinner Sales
Saturday
'MS
9 a.m. until
TW You!

ship during their anniver

gressive Missionary and

a last-minute thought). Plan

No Jesus,
No Peace.
KNOW
JESUS,
KNOW
PEACE!

Pastor

ou,ting.

Pastor Brown contin

• A planned event (not

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased with His Blood

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church-------------------------------------

Mt. Zion Progressive

the body of Christ as well

Africa.

Life

mation please call (727)

recovering

K. Brown, its official staff

at 7 and 7:30 p.m. respec-

With

of National Black Nurses
Association, Inc. is spon

all

ple to help the members of

service.

Reedy

Calling

ous pastor, the Rev. Brian

be in charge of the 3:30 pm

This

Thursdays. For more infor

forts. Help us recover hves.

Giving enables God’s peo

and Prayer Meeting and

On Thursday evening

Up

New

Addiction Recovery Ef

the leadership of its illustri

Bible Study on Wednesday

Members

Blanche

by

at

held

be

runs for 90 minutes, start
ing at 6 p.m., Tuesdays and

the

Bethel Metropolitan will

Conference

Center on Saturday, March
19. Focus of this seminar is

ary Baptist Church, under

day School at 9:30 a.m.

Palm Sunday And Passion
Preparation At Philadelphia-----

portunity Center. The pro

Jesus-filled week!

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church ------ ---------------------------Bethel

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist
Church----------------------

4 p.m. held at St. Mark.

March 28 - Pizza Min
istry Kickoff Monday, 6- 8

for associate ministers to

nation God is calling forth

help out Pastor Evans, Sr.

in these evil and last days!!

There are plenty of seats at

For more details, please

ent closing the church

both the 7:45 a.m. and

contact the office at (727)

pantry until after the con

10:45 a.m. services.

906-8300, Mon.- Fri., 9

vention. Please hold all

Sunday School service

a.m.-3 p.m. Also check

donations until after April

begins at 9:30 a.m., and the

your bulletin for various

11. Thank you for all of

superintendent or assistant

chairpersons that-are han

your support and efforts in

will be in charge. Come to

dling committees, or check

the past to help us help the

Sunday School and learn of

us out on the web at

community and those in

the Lord's ways so that you

www.fmbctheship.org.

need at large!!! Again, we

might claim your seat in
heaven!!!!

This evangelism out

Florida General Baptist
a musical concert to be

Talbert.

held April 4 at 7 p.m. at

As always, give Jesus

Session of the Florida Gen

Friendship

Missionary

some of your time. He gave

eral Baptist Convention.

Baptist

Please

His life for you!! This

We are asking all people

come hear the choir lift

Easter, why don't you turn

who haven't selected a

their voices up to the Lord

ah of your cares over to

place to volunteer to search

and His majesty!!!

Him

banquet held on Wednes

God can handle any situa

for the kingdom to come!!!

day evening at the Trade

tion of yours better than

There are lots of areas that

winds Resort. Tickets can

you!! Give Jesus your best,

still need volunteers to

be purchased through sev

He gave His for YOU!!!!!

come out and help us make

eral person(s) at Friendship

Keep your appoint

this a momentous occasion

Missionary Baptist Church.

ments with God, and you

to remember and help win

Please contact First Lady

won't ever go wrong with

souls for Jesus Christ!!

Teresa Evans, Sr. at (727)

HIM!!!!! Have a Jesus-

906-8300 for more details.

filled week!

The city of St. Peters

burg is watching us, and all

We will have Easter

Greater St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church-------------------Greater St. Paul Mis
host their 75th Church

• Greater Grand Cen

• Bethel Metropolitan

Houston.

• Proportional - Give

and pizza! Pleasing Jesus

service nightly at 7:30 p.m.

in proportion to what God

through obedience, inviting

include:

has done for you.

children, zealously sharing

Christ.

Petersburg.

-

Flemming Tarver.

Come join us in our

tral M.B.C.

churches that will provide

• St. John M.B.C. - St.

Clearwater, with Pastor

Wade.

Bible Study, fun and games

by obeying his Word. Your

His

help us do work that will be

the Kingdom of God.

action as ambassadors for

become

child!!! After all, He and

M.B.C.

your giving is to honor God

and

There will also be a

March l4-March 20. Guest

the gospel, zooming into

Church.

your hearts and seek to

youth of all ages to join in

Always remember that

Matrons

stages for the 130th Annual

is responsible for giving to

program

you!!!!

Ministry president, Kathy

Anniversary the week of

reach

thank

Convention events include

invites

• Personal - Everyone

• Notice: We are at pres

We are finalizing our

sionary Baptist Church will

p.m.

ing!! Come hear your child

Pastor

R.

• St. Mark M.B.C. -

Pastor B. Brown.
We will be closing out
the anniversary week on

• Grand Central Pro

Sunday, March 20 at 4 p.m.

gressive M.B.C. - Pastor R.

with St. John M.B.C. of

75th Anniversary as we

praise God from whom all

blessings flow!!!
Theme:

"Pursuing a

Worthy Walk That Pleases
God."

Everyone is Welcome!
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Come Rejoice With
Richard Guess And
The Voices Of Unity!

Queen Of Soul Prepares To
Release First Album On Her
Own Label

Spotlight On James W.E.
Dixon II------------ ----------------

Aretha Franklin's first release on Aretha Records
expected this summer
The Queen still reigns.
Soul icon Aretha Franklin

is thriving these days and
preparing for the June

release of her first album
on Aretha Records, her

own label. Franklin spent
time in the studio this win
ter with producers Troy

Taylor, Gordon Chambers
and Mike Powell. Plus,

Franklin herself took the
helm as producer, and is
particularly proud of the

many notable collabora
tions featured on the disc.
Country/pop star Faith
Hill,

gospel

sensation

Smokie Norful and com

poser Ollie Wilson all

Motivational speaker,

he is sought by sports or

economics and entrepre

author, community leader,

ganizations, schools, cor

neurship; and Dominion

In a special tribute to

entrepreneur

porations

church

Plaza, a commercial retail

late legend Ray Charles,

groups as a speaker, tea
cher and motivator. He is a

center, that is home to an
array of small businesses.

former Temptations lead

Dixon II. He entered the

gifted and skilled people

"The Difference Is Vision,"

ministry at age 15 and was

an informative and igniting
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Genesis Worship Center CZlixircH
1818
(727)

29th Avenue

898-5571

•

Fax:

No.,

17271

St.

Petersburg

898-5581

•

33713

cwcc@email.com

• 10:00am
• 11:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.
Ministry Opportunities: Dance.

Drama. Choir. Praise &

Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.
Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

Real Love, Real People...
Church That LMLakes A Difference!

ncc'ztj fiBafiibLAb (2PlCCTCiPl
955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone:894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.
Sunday School.............. ... ...................... 8:00 a.m.
Worship Service............................................... 9:00a.m.
Wednesday, PrayerMeeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Morning - 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor

Sunday School

........................... .... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

fe®

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting; 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

Saint John Priniitive Baptist Church

Rev. Clyde Williams

IVe welcome you at all times.

"We're Busy as Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School ...
New Member Class
Morning Worship ..
Prayer / Bible Study

........9:00 A.M
....... 9:00 A.M
.............. 10:30 A.M
■Tuesday 7:00 PM

Youth Bible Study . .

Thursday 6:00 PM

r
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

GOD IS UP TO
SOMETHING!
Rev. Rickey L. Houston

^Ijtlahelpl|ta Community CCIjuixIf
The Reverend Don

A.

Gaskin, Pastor

3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin.......................... ................................ Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry .......................................................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry................................................. ;....................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........................................................................................ .. Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

‘Pentecostal Teipple Churck of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Streets., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Community Bible Study Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday
5:45 a.m.
"Fi church working togetherfor the upbuilding of tfod's kingdom”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
F
UZ
B

Elder: Tony Smith

C

HV

ILJ

900 - l6th Avenue South • St Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize ofthe high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Friendship

'wi^iiiia
Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

jK

Jl ’ 1

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School........................ . ..... ................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................................... 11:00a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer................................... 6:30p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study......................... ....7:30p.m.

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Church Os God In Christ

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . . . . ............... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday........
9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Spiritually Connected

Cadfor (Prayers &
‘Testimonies

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

"One. wee ffrom church makes one weaf”

Qteateb Kina ^bGAMdH
20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Churdi

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South — St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Pastor John A. Evans

34 Tlloman Sifter
(jod’s
Own Heart...

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

"The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city"

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Queen Street

• 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

Missionary Baptist

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie Mae Howard
Cad: 727 895-5239

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday

207 - 10th Street North • St Petersburg, FL 33705

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Early Morning Worship ........... ....................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................................... 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study .....................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ..................... 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service............................................................. 6:00p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams, Mid-Week Service.......................................................7:00p.m.
Pastor
All Male Bible Study, Thursday...............................6:30p.m.

10th Street Church Of God

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

NOTHING,

“God’s House In The City”

M

WHEN YOU'RE
DOWN TO

13

Gkuteh

2550 9th Avenue S. St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.
.................................7:00 a.m.
...............................9:30 a.m.
Sunday School...............
.......................
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship...........
Baptist Training Union..
.... ............................ 4:30 p.m.
........ 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Communion....................
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.............. ................................................... 7:30 p.m.
Rev. G. M. Curry

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class................. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship...............................5:00p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class..........7:00 p.m.

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Sunday

’A New Beginning In Christ*
Ail Worship Services are held at:

8am, 10am Morning Worship
lst & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration

4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Mailing Address: P.O, Bos 14542 • St. Petersburg. FL 33733-4542

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Monday

Phone: 727.895.7700

(727)896-5228

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

Scheduled Services - Sunday
Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 8:45 a m.
Worship Service - '8:is a m.
Communion - Every First Sunday Bible Study - Tuesday at '6:30 p.m.

Wednesday

Sr
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Rev. Inella Paris
Assistant Pastor

fa (fdiiot the 4oUd /Peed, 4ot&vt yuMnd

Third

avenue south
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: 323-7518

j^.

Atedity. tnnd....

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
3144

iP

Sunday Services:

Church School................... ..... 9am
Praise & Worship Service.... l0:30am

Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service................... .6:30pm
Bible Study....................... .....7pm

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Thursday

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry
Monday, Wednesday. Saturday

6am Prayer

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

join us as we (ift up the name ofJesus

Your Church Ad Could Be

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School
orning

- 9:30 a.m.

Worship

- 11.00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

GOD ANSWERS ALL
KNEE MAIL!

Here Working for You!
Email Your Ad to:
smfaith ©tampabay.rr.com
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POLITICS
Ex-NAACP Head Making
Senate Run-----------------—

Rice Rules Out Run

Sharpton Proposes Ban On
Rappers--------------------------------

Says she won’t seek presidency

Activist wants artists connected with violence to be denied airplay

Condoleezza Rice

Kweisi Mfume, former president of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, announces his 2006 candidacy for the U.S.
Senate for Maryland Monday, March 14, at Oriole Park at Camden Yards in
' his hometown of Baltimore. In addition to heading the NAACP, Mfume
served seven years on the Baltimore City Council and 10 years in the United
States Congress. (AP Photo/Steve Ruark)

BALTIMORE, Mary
land (AP) - Former
NAACP President Kweisi
Mfume
recently
an
nounced that he will run
for the U.S. Senate in
2006.
"It is with great pride
and deep humility that I
announce to you today my
candidacy for the Senate of
the United States," Mfume
said at a news conference
in Baltimore.
"I can't be bought. I
won't be intimidated. I
don't know how to quit,"
Mfume said as his support
ers applauded.
Mfume, who was a
five-term U.S. congress
man before becoming pres
ident of the Baltimorebased National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People, issued the
statement after incumbent
Paul Sarbanes announced
that he will not run for reelection.

"This is step one in
what will be an embarrass
ment of wealth for the
Democratic Party in 2006,"
said Derek Walker, spokes
man for the Maryland
Democratic Party.
Mfume, 56, left the
House in 1996 to take the
NAACP post.
At the time, the civil
rights group was in turmoil
— rocked by an embarrass
ing sex scandal involving
its previous head, bitter
internal strife and a crip
pling $3.2 million deficit.
Many observers say.
Mfume brought credibility
and stability, working to
institute corporate stylemanagement
practices.
When he stepped down in
November, the organiza
tion had enjoyed a budget
surplus for eight consecu
tive years and an increas
ing endowment fund.
Mfume, whose adopt
ed West African name

translates to "conquering
son of kings," began his
career . as a dashiki-clad
radio talk show host and
political activist in the
1970s.
He also has been men
tioned as a possible Dem
ocratic candidate for gov
ernor of Maryland.
Sarbanes, 72, announ
ced Friday that he would
not seek a sixth term, not
ing that he would be 80 by
the time that term ended.
"It was just the right
time," Sarbanes said. "We
think we've Served long
and well and honorably,
and we're very comfortable
with this decision."
Maryland traditionally
votes Democratic, and
went for John Kerry in the
2004 presidential election.
Sarbanes, the longest serv
ing senator in Maryland's
history, is serving along
side outspoken Democratic
Sen. Barbara Mikulski.

Are you interested in writing for The
Weekly Challenger or becoming one of our
photographers? If so, please stop by the
office or call us at (727) 896-2922!

On March 8, the Rev. Al Sharpton proposed a 90-day ban on radio and tele
vision airplay for performers who use violence in their music to make a
profit.
AP Photo/Bebeto Matthews

by Nekesa Mumbi Moody
AP Music Writer
NEW YORK - The
Rev. Al Sharpton is putting
in his two cents about the
latest drama involving 50
Cent. On March 8, the civil
rights leader proposed a
ban that would muzzle
artists who are connected
to any violent acts, denying
them airplay on radio and
television for 90 days.
Though Sharpton did
not single out 50 Cent by
name, he told The Asso
ciated Press that a recent
shooting linked to a feud
involving 50 demonstrated
the need for such a policy.
"There's a difference in
the having the right to
express yourself and in
engaging in violence and
using the violence to hype
record sales, and then pol
luting young Americans
that this is the key to suc
cess, by gunslinging and
shooting," he said.
Whether or not that's
been the key to 50's suc
cess, he's certainly having a
lot of it these days.
50 Cent debuted at No.
1 on Billboard’s album
chart with his new album,

"The Massacre," the fol
low-up to his 2003 debut,
"Get Rich or Die Tryin'" —
which sold 8 million copies
It comes just after a
bitter feud broke out in
volving the rapper and his
former protege, The Game.
A member of The Game's
crew was wounded during
a shooting outside a New
York hip-hop radio station,
where 50 Cent — who pro
duced part of The Game's
platinum-selling
debut
album — was on the air,
announcing that he was
kicking him out of his GUnit clique.
No one has been arrest
ed for the shooting, and
police are still investigating
the incident, but some in
the media have suggested it
may have been the begin
ning of violent dispute
between the two. rappers,
who flaunt a gangsta
image: Both are former
drug dealers and both have
been shot multiple times.
There have been compar
isons to the feud between
Tupac Shakur and the
Notorious B.I.G. nearly a
decade ago; both rappers
were shot to death in sepa-

Your Hospice

rate slayings that have not
been solved.
Perhaps coincidentally,
rapper Lil' Kim is on trial
for perjury and conspiracy
in connection with another
shooting that occurred out
side the same hip-hop sta
tion in 2001. Lil Kim is
accused of lying about the
incident to protect the
alleged shooters.
Meanwhile, Newsweek
recently reported that the
federal government is in
vestigating the entire rap
industry for alleged crimes;
already, Irv Gotti, head of
The Inc. label, was arrested
earlier this year on money
laundering charges. A fed
eral indictment alleges the
label, home to Ja Rule and
Ashanti, was part of a mur
derous criminal enterprise
that protected its interstate
crack and heroin operation
with calculated street as
sassinations.
Sharpton stressed that
he was not targeting 50
Cent or The Game in his
new crusade, and noted he
did not know what role, if
any, the two had in the
shooting. But he did say
there should be a process in
which violent acts involv
ing rap acts are punished
by denying them publicity
on the airwaves.
"The whole body po-

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice on
Sunday ruled out running
for president, responding
to speculation fueled by a
recent poll showing sup
port for a Rice candidacy.
Rice
told
The
Washington Times last
week, "I have never want
ed to run for anything,"
although she seemed to
leave the door open to the
possibility.

litic of America addressed
Janet Jackson's breast, and
it didn’t hurt anybody," he
said of the infamous Super
Bowl flashing. "Here you
have actual bloodshed, and
people are not even re
sponding at federally regu
lated radio stations. ...
black kids are expected to
shoot each other, and
nobody cares? Well I care,
and I think somebody
should do something about
it."
A request for comment
to Universal Music Group
— the parent company of
50 Cent's label Interscope
— was not immediately
returned, nor was a request
put into MTV or Sony
BMG.
A representative for
Hot 97 (WQHT-FM in
New York) said the radio
station meets Federal Com
munications Commission
standards.
"We in no way con
done acts of violence," sta
tion
spokesman Alex
Dudley said. "We hope that
the perpetrators of these
violent acts are prosecuted
to the fullest extent of the
law by the proper authori

She closed the door in
appearances on Sunday
talk shows, telling NBC's
"Meet the Press," "I will
not run for president of the
United States."
”1 won't run," she told
ABC's "This Week." "I
won't. How's that? Is that
categorical enough?"
In a poll conducted in
February, 42 percent of
voters said Rice should
run for the White House,
The survey, conducted
by the Siena College
Research Institute and
sponsored by
Hearst
Newspapers, found that 81
percent of people would
vote for a woman for pres
ident; 53 percent thought
Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton, D-New York,
should try for the job.

ties."
Bryan Leach, a vice
president at TVT Records
(home to platinum-selling
rappers such as Lil Jon and
the East Side Boyz and the
Ying Yang Twins), said he
wasn't sure Sharpton's pro
posal was the right way to
resolve rap-related vio
lence. But he conceded the
issue needed to be ad
dressed.
"I think we can be
vocal and I think we can
show people that it's some-,
thing that concerns us just
like piracy concerns us," he
said. "Violence in songs
and violence in terms of
how it translates in society,
in particular the black com
munity, is something that
concerns a large part of the
record industry."
Leach said he was also
concerned that the media
was sensationalizing the
recent events and potential
ly inflaming the situation.
"A lot of it doesn't
seem to be coming from
people who really under
stand the history, really
understand the parties
involved, really understand
a lot of the facts," he said.

I control my diabetes so I’ll be around
to see the next Jackie Robinson. •
Controlling diabetes
makes a huge difference.
My granddaughter means the world
to me. So I’m controlling niv
diabetes. That means 1 keep my
blood sugar close to nomitd by
watching what I eat find walking
every day. I always take my
medicine and test my blood sugar.

When They’re Needed Most
We have a long way 16 go.

hasten
human

along

the

road,

tenderness

and

the

So let us

road of

With my diabetes under control,
1 feel a lot better and have more
energy. Best of all. I’m going to
be around for my family... for my
friends... for life.

generosity.

Groping, we may find one another's
hands in the dark.
- Emily Green Balch

Call 1-800-438-5383 to learn more.
Or visit us at http-7Aidep.nih.gov’

1946 Nobel Peace Laureate

NATIONAL

comfort. Compassion & Commumfy
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(727) 586-4432 • www.thehospice.org
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A joint program
oi the National
Institutes of
Health and the
Centers for
Disease Control
and Prevention.
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

THERE IS ONLY ONE
RACE IN THIS WORLD THE HUMAN RACE

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health«Dental«Vision
Disability«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also
Ph; 727-328-9878^1

SB

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
“Wien K>u Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”
All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

(727) 433-1349
Bonded & Insured
Lie.# ER13012312

MFax; 727-32S-9545

MEET
VOUR
MATCH

Remodeled Home
located at
1835 13th Ave. South
3 br/2 ba
100% Financing Available
Call 813-417-0399,
Seller will'pay up to
$3,000 in closing costs.
$105,000.

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157
$2.99 pier min.
Must be 18 yrs..
Serv-U (619)648-8434

FOR RENT
860 20th Avenue South,
St. Petersburg

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

3 Bedrooms ! 1 Bathroom /
w/Appliances / w/Florida
Poreh huge yard w/fence /
and spacious living space.

A Unique Profession!!

2 Bedrooms / 1 Bathroom

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

w/Appliances (Upstairs)

RNs, LPNs

Please contact 813-404-3548

1

Section 8 Welcomed

(FL License Required)
&HHAJCNAS

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

PSS

13-21-35

LOTTO

37-43-49

GOD BLESS
AMERICA!

mi m see the power of community coalitions.
They help community groups - like the PTA*. your church, dubs, even

your employer - organize resources and focus them where they're

I.

needed most. Especially fighting to keep kids away from drugs. If

mm o <4 <4
Blfll Z"1"l

CA$H 3
981 270 455
378

you’re in a community group, ask if you can do more by teaming

up with a community coalition. It's really simple. Just go to
www.helpyourcommunlty.org or call

contact a community coalition in your area. They’ll tell you exactly
how your group can help. You’ll be surprised at what you. have to

8-7
1-6

2-1-1 is Pinellas County's only 24-hour pro
gram that provides information & referrals on
local health/human services, volunteer
opportunities, donation referrals, and crisis
intervention/problem-solving counseling for
individuals. Cell phone users must dial (727)
562-1542.

YOU

GET MORE

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Your home may be in an uproar and
you are best to stay out of the line of fire if at all possible.
Relatives may not be telling you the whole truth about a family
situation. You will be misinterpreted if you get involved in other
people's problems. Residential moves should be considered care
fully.

TAURUS (Apr. 21-Ma.y 21) Someone you least expect may not
have your best interests at heart. Take some time to change your
house around. You may have a hard time relating to children this
week. Try to convince a good friend to take a holiday with you.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) You may want to get involved in
some kind of creative group. Relatives may not be telling you the
whole truth about a family-situation. You should visit a friend or
relative who hasn't been feeling up to par. Cutbacks at work will
be a cause for worry.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Your creative talent will prove to be
lucrative if put to proper use. You can accomplish a great deal.
Pleasure trips will induce exciting and passion ate encounters
with those of foreign extraction. Travel should be oh your agen-

3 (7«Zy 23-Aug 22) Discord may arise with someone you're
e to. Put your efforts into job advancement. You can make
ley through your own creative efforts. You can expect to feel
fused about your personal prospects.
tGO (A«g. 23-Sept. 23) Financial limitations are likely if
take risks. Your heed to get away could lead you into greater
t. Most partner problems are a result of both people not living
o their promises. Use discretion in your dealings and refrain
n making verbal promises of any kind.
IRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) You can help other people with their
ncial problems by setting up a budget for them. Finish up any
espondence by early afternoon. Be honest in your communi
on and don't lose your cool. Don't give in too quickly.
3RPIO (Ocf. 24-Nov. 22) You may be frustrated by the way
ations are being handled in your personal life. Your honesty
not only win you points but also respect. Love and romance
evident. Be cautious while (raveling; minor accidents are evi-

3ITTARIUS (Wov. 23-Dec. 21) Much can be accomplished if
compromise.. Based on your excitement, serious-minded
viduals will be more than interested in backing your ideas. A
;t restful day just staying in bed or catching up on reading, will
/our best bet. Romance will unfold if you take trips or get

sther with friends.
PRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) Your health may have suffered
to neglect or abuse. You should put a little extra effort in at
k. Your intellectual charm will win hearts and bring opportu;s that you least expect. Someone you least expect may not
e your best interests at heart.
UARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Make sure that you have covered
rself legally and tty not to let your temper get out of hand. A
,antic infatuation from your past may surface if you frequent
;es that you both used to go. You're in the mood to party. You
d to spend time with friends and family.
ICES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) You may find that others do not do
igs the way you want; however, if the job gets done, let it pass,
i can meet interesting new friends if you join worthwhile
uds Try spending the day catching up on any responsibilities
need to be taken care of. You may be tired of working for

WHEN

YOU

GET TOGETHER

Office of Notional Drug Control Polity

PLEASE EMAIL ALL ADS TO: smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

Your

Y

1-877-KIDS-313 to

offer. And how much you can accomplish.

617 069 240

3-4 6-2
5-1 3-7

HAVE A
GREAT DAY!

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Weekly Challenger

HOTLINE
NUMBERS

2500 M. L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph: (727) 822-8996 o Fax: (727) 823-2568

The Runaway Hotline:

Subscription Cost:

Family Resources

Counseling:

(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

(or)

$15.00 - 6 Months

800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)

Name.:
Address:

City/State/Zip:
Phone #:
New Subscription:___

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This Opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

$30-Yearly.

Date Paid:

Cash

(or)

Renewal:___

Check #

Amount Paid: $________

Comments:

®he Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call — You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996
Make Checks Pavable to: The Weekly Challenger

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

I

r
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Lowery To Marchers: Continue King Legacy Pushing Voting Rights

The Rev. Joseph Lowery, a co-founder of the
Atlanta-based Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, is shown, Saturday, March 12, outside
the Alabama state Capitol in Montgomery, Ala.,
attending the finale of the Selma-to-Montgomery
voting rights march re-enactment.

by Samira Jafari
Associated Press Writer
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
(AP) - Black politicians
would be nowhere without
the Voting Rights Act of
1965 and they must push
for its extension in Con
gress in 2007, civil rights

AP photos/Kevin Glackmeyer
leaders told a crowd of

nearly 300 marchers Satur
day at the finale of the
Selma-to-Montgomery vot
ing rights march re-enact
ment.
“The Voting Rights Act
of 1965 was the single most
significant piece of legisla

tion in the century," said the
Rev. Joseph Lowery, a co
founder of the Atlantabased Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.
“When Martin (Luther
King Jr.) died, there were
only a few black elected
officials around this na
tion," he said atop the steps
of the state Capitol.
The federal voting act
is credited with opening the
ballot box for black voters
and launching the careers
of black politicians.
No blacks held major
office in Alabama in 1965,
such as legislative or judi
cial posts, University of
Alabama political scientist
William Stewart said. The
first black sheriff was elect
ed in Tuskegee in 1966.
In 2001, there were
more than 755 black elect-'
ed officials in Alabama,
according to Joint Center
for Political and Economic
Studies figures, the most
recent available. In the
South, the number has
grown from 70 to nearly
7,000.
“Forty years ago, they
came to Selma because
they could rally around a
central theme of the right to
vote. ...We come here today
to recommit ourselves to
make sure we receive the
recognition under the
Voting Rights Act," said
Frederick Reese, who
watched King preach to a
Montgomery crowd of
25,000 at the conclusion of

the 1965 Selma march.
After the rally, Lowery
and a dozen other black
community leaders, includ
ing Rep. Yvonne Kennedy,
D-Mobile, and SCLC pres
ident Charles Steele, en
couraged Gov. Bob Riley in
a private meeting to vocal
ize his support of the exten
sion of the Voting Rights
Act in Congress.
“It would be a tremen
dously significant act from
the governor of Alabama,"
Lowery said.
He said the meeting
was significant because 40
years ago, Gov. George
Wallace, a Democrat, re
fused to discuss racial
grievances with him and
other activists for a week.
Among several issues,
the group asked Riley to set
up a committee to investi
gate the disproportionate
number of blacks infected
with’ HIV- or AIDS and
growing black prison popu
lation.
Riley pledged to work
with the SCLC and other
leaders to support voting
rights and said the key to
solving racial disparities is
extending education pro
grams throughout the state
- especially the Black Belt.
“This is not about
being a Republican or a
Democrat. If you look at
the history of the civil
rights movement, it's inter
esting how we've gotten to
this point today," Riley
said.

This year's re-enact
ment of the 54-mile jour
ney from Selma to Mont
gomery began Monday, the
day after aging civil rightsera figures and a bipartisan
congressional delegation
walked across the Edmund
Pettus Bridge in Selma
with nearly 10,000 mar
chers on the 40th anniver
sary of the historic voting
rights marches.
“I bring a message to
all elected officials," said
Keif Schleifer, 43, of
Atlanta, who walked the
entire trek with about 50
other people this week.
“We've marched from
Selma to Montgomery to
exercise our patriotic right.
We are watching your
every action. We are hold
ing you accountable. We
are not going away."
The first voting rights
march was an attempt to
cross the Selma bridge that
was halted by state troopers
and sheriffs deputies, who
attacked the activists with
clubs and tear gas on
marchers on March 7,
1965. A second march two
weeks after “Bloody Sun
day," under the protection
of a federal court order and
led by King, went from the
bridge over the Alabama
River to the steps of the
state Capitol in Mont
gomery.
The attack, and the
marches inspired passage
of the Voting Rights Act.
Certain provisions of the

Marchers gather on the steps of the state Capitol in Montgomery, Ala., dur
ing the finale of the Selma-to-Montgomery voting rights march re-enactment.

James Armstrong stands on the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Ala.,
Sunday, March 6, holding the U.S. flag and waiting for marchers to make
their crossing. Armstrong was one of the original marchers 40 years ago and
has carried the flag in every year's anniversary observance of the historic
Selma voting rights march.
Lowery, who also
Voting Rights Act, such as the message of the march
the use of federal examin has come back to its earli marched with King, stood
atop those same Capitol
ers and a requirement for est cause: voting rights.
Justice Department approv
The future of the act steps Saturday and urged
al of election law changes, was discussed in several Riley, legislators and mem
will be up for renewal by forums throughout the bers of the Congress to sup
week. The Rev. Jesse Jack- port the expansion of the
Congress in 2007.
In the past, civil rights son launched a million-sig act.
“There's no way we're
figures have used the nature petition in Selma at
anniversaries of the march the beginning of the march, going to let them turn back
to battle contemporary a public hearing was held the clock on the right to
problems in health care, to debate its extension and vote," said Lowery.
affirmative action and a mock trial was held in
equality in pay. But this Montgomery to re-enact
year, march organizers said voting rights violations.
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